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Abstract

In evolutionary biology, genetic sequences carry with them a trace of the underlying
tree that describes their evolution from a common ancestral sequence. Inferring this
underlying tree is challenging. We investigate some curious cases in which different
methods like Maximum Parsimony, Maximum Likelihood and distance-based methods
lead to different trees. Moreover, we state that in some cases, ancestral sequences
can be more reliably reconstructed when some of the leaves of the tree are ignored
– even if these leaves are close to the root. While all these findings show problems
inherent to either the assumed model or the applied method, sometimes an inaccurate
tree reconstruction is simply due to insufficient data. This is particularly problematic
when a rapid divergence event occurred in the distant past. We analyze an idealized
form of this problem and determine a tight lower bound on the growth rate for the
sequence length required to resolve the tree (independent of any particular branch
length). Finally, we investigate the problem of intermediates in the fossil record. The
extent of ‘gaps’ (missing transitional stages) has been used to argue against gradual
evolution from a common ancestor. We take an analytical approach and demonstrate
why, under certain sampling conditions, we may not expect intermediates to be found.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

All sciences, arts and religions are branches of the same tree.
Albert Einstein

Ever since Charles Darwin published his work ‘The Origin of Species’, originally published as ‘On the origin of species by means of natural selection, or the preservation
of favoured races in the struggle for life’ [7], in which the idea of a phylogenetic tree
as underlying concept of inter-species relationships was first introduced, the search for
the ‘true tree’ and the ‘most recent common ancestor’ has never lost its appeal. Even
so, the means and methods used for this purpose have changed over the decades: while
Darwin strongly depended on morphological (phenotype) data, most conclusions drawn
nowadays are based on genetic (genotype) data. Thus, the enthusiasm for evolutionary research in general and phylogenetics in particular was strongly enlivened by the
sequencing of the human genome in 2003.

Figure 1.1: The only illustration in Darwin’s book ‘The Origin of Species’ was a simple sketch of a set of rooted
phylogenetic trees.

Due to improved methods and more efficient DNA sequencing machines, the amount
1
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of available DNA sequence data is ever-growing. Unsurprisingly, this makes phylogenetic models and methods, which help interpret the data, more and more essential. In
this thesis, we present the most important of these models and methods along with some
innovative results. We first present some general preliminaries in Chapter 2, in which
the methods and models used in this thesis are introduced along with some required
terminology. Then, we analyze these methods more in-depth. First, we show in Chapter 3 that there are cases in which the Fitch algorithm for Maximum Parsimony (MP),
which is one of the most frequently used phylogenetic methods, gives more accurate
estimates of the ancestral root state when some taxa, i.e., leaves of the underlying tree,
are ignored – even if these taxa are close to the root. In Chapters 4, 5 and 6, we analyze
the performance and accuracy of different tree reconstruction methods: first, in Chapter
4, we show that for all numbers of taxa ternary sequences can be constructed for which
the perfect MP tree does not coincide with the distance-wise perfect tree. We show
how to construct such ‘misleading’ sequences and we present a full characterization of
them for the 4-taxa case. In Chapter 5, we show that MP and another tree inference
method, Maximum Likelihood (ML), may choose conflicting trees for certain biologically relevant modifications of the so-called ‘no common mechanism’ Nr -model, even
though they are known to be equivalent without these modifications. In particular, we
show that the equivalence fails when a molecular clock is assumed or when nucleotide
substitution probabilities are bounded by an upper bound less than that assumed by
the Nr -model (under ‘no common mechanism’). We will also explain to what extent
the latter inequivalence is related to the misleading sequences as introduced in Chapter
4. Then, in Chapter 6, we analyze the general accuracy of tree reconstruction methods
for a worst-case scenario: when speciation events occurred in rapid succession (leading
to short branch lengths) in the distant past (leading to the large branch lengths for
the incident edges), this makes the underlying tree particularly difficult to reconstruct.
We analyze a somewhat idealized 4-taxa case and provide tight lower bounds (up to a
constant factor) on the sequence length needed to reconstruct the true tree with high
probability.

Introduction
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Finally, in Chapter 7 we introduce two simple stochastic models (one based on the
amount of evolutionary history and another one based on clades of the underlying tree)
for the estimation of the degree of relatedness of fossils from different times. We show
that there are cases in which fossils from an intermediate time cannot be expected to
be morphological intermediates – and thus will cause alleged ‘gaps’ in the fossil record.
This is a novel approach to explain anomalies in the fossil record, as traditionally only
reasons like the rare conditions needed for fossilization and the discontinuous fossil
discovery (as opposed to continuous evolutionary processes) are specified.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

2.1

Basic Definitions and Notations

We start with some basic definitions and general notations which will be used throughout this thesis. Notations or definitions which are used only in one chapter will be
introduced where needed.
An unrooted phylogenetic X-tree is a tree T = (V (T ), E(T )) with vertices V (T )
and edges E(T ) on a leaf set X = {1, . . . , n} ⊆ V (T ) with no vertices of degree 2. If T
is binary, all internal nodes have degree 3. Note that a binary phylogenetic tree on X
has n leaves (end nodes) that are labeled by the n taxa in X and n − 2 interior nodes
that are unlabeled. The definition of rooted phylogenetic X-trees is analogous except
that there one node of degree 2, namely the root, is allowed. A character f is a function
f : X → C for some set C := {c1 , c2 , c3 , . . . , cr } of r character states (r ∈ N) and is often
denoted by f = α1 . . . αn , where αi ∈ C for all i = 1, . . . , n, and where f (i) = αi . A
character is said to be informative (with respect to parsimony) if at least two distinct
character states occur more than once in X, otherwise it is called uninformative or
non-informative. Moreover, we say that each character induces a partition of X: if,
for instance, f = αβγ . . . γ, f induces the partition 1|2|3 . . . n, or, more formally, the
partition of X into the sets {1}, {2} and {3, . . . , n}. If f is binary, the induced partition
is called an X-split or split for short. Partitions and splits of X are said to be trivial
exactly when they are induced by non-informative characters on X. Throughout this
thesis, we will use the following notation (see [38]): Let Σ(X) be the set of all X-splits
σ = A|B = B|A of a set X of n taxa, i.e. Σ(X) = {σ = A|B = B|A : A ∪ B =
X, A ∩ B = ∅}. Furthermore, let Σ∗ (X) be the set of non-trivial X-splits only (i.e.
5
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the set of X-splits for which |A|, |B| > 1). Analogously, let Σ(T ) denote the X-splits
induced by the edges of T (where T is an binary phylogenetic X-tree), and Σ∗ (T ) the
non-trivial ones.
An extension of a character f to V (T ) is a map g : V (T ) → C such that the
restriction of g to X ⊆ V (T ) is f . For such an extension g of f , we denote by lT (g) the
number of edges e = (u, v) in T on which a substitution occurs, i.e., where g(u) 6= g(v).
Often, we analyze a sequence of characters rather than a single character. If a
sequence S consists of characters f1 , . . . , fk for some integer k ≥ 1, we denote this by
S = f1 . . . fk . If two sequences S = f1 . . . fk and S̃ = f˜1 . . . f˜l are concatenated, the
concatenation is denoted by sequence Ŝ = S S̃ = f1 . . . fk f˜1 . . . f˜l .

2.2

The Nr -model

We now introduce the nucleotide substitution model on which most of our results are
based. Unless stated otherwise, our results will correspond to the so-called Nr -model,
also known as r-state symmetric model, Neyman r-state model or Cavender-FarrisNeyman model. For r = 4, the Nr -model is also known as Jukes-Cantor model [20].
Let T be a phylogenetic X-tree, and let c1 , . . . , cr be r distinct character states.
If T is not rooted, we may arbitrarily choose one of the leaves to be the root (note
that because of the so-called reversibility of the Nr -model, the actual root position
does not matter, see [11]). Then, the Nr -model assumes a uniform distribution of
states at the root, and assumes equal rates of substitutions between any two distinct
character states [31]. For any edge e ∈ E(T ), let pe denote the probability that a
substitution of a character state ci by another character state cj occurs on edge e for
ci 6= cj . Furthermore, let qe denote the probability that no substitution occurs on edge
e. Then, in the Nr -model we have 0 ≤ pe ≤

1
r

for all e ∈ E(T ) and (r − 1)pe + qe = 1.

Furthermore, the Nr -model assumes that substitutions occur independently on different
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edges.
Although it is the simplest non-trivial Markov process on a tree, the Nr -model
allows for an exact analysis of many scenarios. Moreover, stochastic results for this
model typically extend to more general finite-state models where an exact analysis is
usually more complex [28].
Note that for the interpretation of character sequences S = f1 . . . fm as opposed
to single characters, we often make the additional model assumption of ‘no common
mechanism’. This means that substitution probabilities on edges of the underlying tree
T may differ for each character in the sequence without any correlation between the
sites. That is, we suppose that for each character fi in the sequence and for each edge e
of the tree, there is a parameter pe,i that gives the substitution probability for fi on edge
e, and that the parameters pe,i are all independent. For all i = 1, . . . , m, we will denote
by p̄i the vector of substitution probabilities pe,i assigned to the edges e of T . So the
difference between the Nr -model and the Nr -model with the additional assumption of
no common mechanism is that for a sequence S = f1 . . . fm of characters, both assume
that all characters evolved independently, but when there is a common mechanism, the
distributions of the characters additionally have to be identical (i.e., pe,i = pe for all
i and some fixed value pe ). So whenever characters evolve ‘i.i.d.’, there is a common
mechanism.
We will introduce other models, such as the Random Cluster Model, in Chapters
6.4 and 6.5.

2.3

2.3.1

Phylogenetic Methods

Maximum Parsimony

Maximum Parsimony, or MP for short, is one of the most frequently used tree inference

8
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methods, and it is not based on a specific nucleotide substitution model. It selects the
tree that requires the smallest number of substitutions to extend the sequences at the
tips of the tree to (ancestral) sequences at all the interior vertices of the tree. Its
simplest form is the so-called Fitch parsimony [14], which will be considered in this
thesis unless stated otherwise. Given a character f and a tree T , MP assigns sets of
character states to all internal nodes such that they provide possible choices to achieve
the minimum number of changes to realize f . Along the way, the so-called parsimony
score or MP-score lT (f ), which denotes the minimum number of changes required to
realize f on T , is calculated. It is obtained by minimizing lT (g) over all possible
extensions g of f . The parsimony score of a sequence of characters S := f1 f2 . . . fm is
m
P
lT (fi ). In order to use MP for tree inference, all possible trees
given by lT (S) =
i=1

have to be analyzed. A (not necessarily unique) tree with minimal parsimony score
is called Maximum Parsimony tree, or MP-tree for short. Note that a parsimoniously
non-informative character has the same MP-score on all trees, whereas informative
characters have different scores on at least two trees. If an r-state character f has
parsimony score r − 1 on a tree T , it is said to be convex or homoplasy-free on T . A
sequence of characters is called convex or homoplasy-free on T when all its characters
have this property. If a sequence is convex on a tree T , T is called its perfect phylogeny.
Note that when MP is used for tree inference in Chapters 4, 5 and 6, unless stated
otherwise, the term most parsimonious extension g of a character f on a tree T refers
to any extension g for which lT (g) is minimal. The minimal MP-score can be calculated
with the Fitch algorithm given in [14]. However, in Chapter 3, where the reconstruction
accuracy of MP concerning the ancestral root state is examined, we consider only those
interior node labels and thus extensions which are suggested by the Fitch algorithm. It
is important to state this as it is known that while the Fitch algorithm calculates the
parsimony score and gives some most parsimonious extensions, it does not necessarily
find all most parsimonious extensions (see [12], pp. 12–13 for details). For further
background on MP, the reader can consult, for example, [12] or [38].

Preliminaries
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Maximum Likelihood

Now we define Maximum Likelihood trees, or for short ML-trees. As opposed to MP,
ML is based on nucleotide substitution models and thus may give different results for
different models. In this thesis, we assume the Nr -model when inferring ML-trees. Note
that in the Nr -model, the parameter space is compact, which is why we can here define
ML-trees using only maxima rather than suprema.
For any phylogenetic X-tree T , any character f on the leaf set X and any vector
p̄ of substitution probabilities assigned to all edges of T , we denote by P (f |T , p̄) the
likelihood of observing the character f on T for the given parameter values p̄. The maximum likelihood of a character f on T , denoted by max P (f |T ), is then the maximum
of P (f |T , p̄) over the space of all p̄, i.e., maxp̄ P (f |T , p̄).
When the likelihood of a character sequence S is calculated, we assume ‘no common
mechanism’, i.e., if pe,i gives the substitution probability for fi on edge e, we assume
that the parameters pe,i are all independent. For a sequence S := f1 . . . fm the likelihood
is the product of the likelihoods of the individual characters, i.e., P (S|T , p̄1 , . . . , p̄m ) =
m
Q
P (fi |T , p̄i ). Then, under no common mechanism, the maximum likelihood of S can

i=1

be calculated as the product of the maximum likelihoods of the individual characters,
m
Q
maxp̄i P (fi |T , p̄i ). Finally, the (not necessarily
i.e., max(p̄1 ,...,p̄m ) P (S|T , p̄1 , . . . , p̄m ) =
i=1

unique) Maximum Likelihood tree, or ML-tree for short, of S is a tree for which this
value is maximal, i.e., argmaxT max(p̄1 ,...,p̄m ) P (S|T , p̄1 , . . . , p̄m ).
An algorithm for the explicit calculation of ML-trees is given by Felsenstein [11].

2.3.3

Distance-based Methods

Apart from various variations of MP and ML, the third group of most frequently used
tree inference methods are distance-based methods such as, for instance, NeighborJoining [3]. In this thesis, we only consider the simplest kind of distances, namely

10
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the so-called non-normalized Hamming distance, which is also known as mismatch distance. In practice, these distances are normally used in a ‘corrected’ form to account
for so-called hidden changes in sequence evolution (for instance, if both a sequence and
one of its ancestral sequences have an A at a particular site, this does not mean that no
change has occurred during the sequence evolution – e.g., the A could have changed to a
G and back to an A. Since such changes are not observable when the two sequences are
compared, such changes are called ‘hidden’). However, all distance results of this thesis,
in particular the misleading sequences as introduced in Chapter 4, are not affected by
this correction – i.e., they remain valid even when the derived Hamming distances are
corrected. Therefore, it is here sufficient to formally introduce the Hamming distance
in its basic form.
From any finite sequence S = f1 f2 . . . fm of characters on X (as e.g. obtained from
aligned DNA sequences) one derives the Hamming (mismatch) distance function d = dS
as follows:
dS (x, y) := |{i : fi (x) 6= fi (y)}| for taxa x, y ∈ X.
Note that for S = f , i.e., a single character f , df only depends on the partitions
associated with f , which is why we may index d by the corresponding partitions instead.
So in the case of a k-ary character f , which partitions the taxon set into k parts
A1 , . . . , Ak , we also denote the mismatch distance as dA1 |...|Ak := df .
Regarding phylogenetic research, an important property of any distance function
is treelikeness: an arbitrary function d : X × X → R, where X is a leaf set, is called
a tree metric when it satisfies the so-called 4-point condition. As in [38], Definition
7.1.5, we define this as follows: A function d : X × X → R, where X is a leaf set, for
which d(x, x) = 0 and d(x, y) = d(y, x) for all x, y ∈ X, satisfies the 4-point condition
if, for every four (not necessarily distinct) elements w, x, y, z ∈ X, two of the sums
d(w, x) + d(y, z), d(w, y) + d(x, z) and d(w, z) + d(x, y) are equal and not less than the
remaining one. In the following, we will also often refer to tree metrics as treelike or
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additive distances. A tree metric dA|B , i.e., a metric induced by an X-split, will be
referred to as split metric.Note that if the Hamming distances are treelike on a binary
(and thus fully resolved) phylogenetic tree T , they are treelike only on T (see [4]).
A tree metric d : X × X → R for an X-tree T is called ultrametric if, for every
three distinct elements x, y, z ∈ X, two of the distances d(x, y), d(x, z) and d(y, z) are
equal and not less than the third. By Theorem 7.2.5 in [38], this is the case if and
only if d : X × X → R can be extended to d : V (T ) ∪ {ρ} × V (T ) ∪ {ρ} → R such
that for some distinguished point ρ (which either is in V (T ) or is a newly introduced
vertex of degree 2), we have d(x, ρ) = d(y, ρ) for all x, y ∈ X. In this case, we say the
distances are clocklike or conform to a molecular clock with root ρ. This is why in this
thesis, we often use the term ‘clocklike’ as a synonym for ‘ultrametric’. Note that this
distance-based definition of molecular clocks differs from the purely probability-based
definition which will be introduced and used in Chapters 3.3 and 5.3. There, rather
than the distances from all leaves to a distinguished root being equal, the probabilities
of a change along the paths from the root to all leaves are supposed to be equal.
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Chapter 3

Maximum Parsimony
on Subsets of Taxa
Learning to ignore things is one of the great paths to inner peace.
Robert J. Sawyer

In a recent study [22], a likelihood analysis of Fitch’s maximum parsimony method [14]
for the reconstruction of the ancestral state at the root was conducted. It was shown
that in a rooted phylogenetic tree if one leaf is closer to the root than all the other
leaves, then the character state at this leaf may sometimes be a more accurate guess
of the ancestral state than the ancestral state constructed by MP applied to all taxa.
The authors also provided an example of a phylogenetic tree for which MP for the
reconstruction of the root state works more reliably on a subset of taxa closer to the
root than on all taxa.
Generally the root state is more likely to be conserved on taxa that are nearer to
the root than on taxa that are further away. Therefore, it is not surprising that on
some trees the root state can be more reliably estimated by looking at only taxa nearer
to the root. But can the reconstruction accuracy of MP improve when a taxon or a
subset of taxa close to the root is ignored? In Chapter 3.2, we present a surprising
example of a tree on which MP on a subset of taxa is more likely to reconstruct the
correct ancestral state. In our example, the reconstruction accuracy improves when
we ignore a taxon close to the root from our analysis. Moreover, the ignored taxon
may be arbitrarily close to the root compared to the taxa that are not ignored. On
the other hand, in Chapter 3.3, we show that under a molecular clock, considering a
single taxon is never better than considering all taxa for the purpose of ancestral state
reconstruction. Our analysis resolves a conjecture of Li, Steel and Zhang [22] for the
13
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2-state case. They conjectured that under a molecular clock, MP on all taxa is expected
to generally perform at least as good (in the sense of the reconstruction accuracy) as
reconstructing the ancestral state based on the character state at a single taxon. In
Section 3.3, we make the conjecture precise and answer it affirmatively for the case of
the 2-state symmetric model.

3.1

The MP Reconstruction Accuracy of the Root State

We first state some general properties of the (Fitch) MP reconstruction accuracy of the
root state, before we provide an example for a misleading taxon. In the following, let
T be a rooted binary phylogenetic X-tree with root ρ. We assume that each vertex in
T takes one of the two states α and β. The states evolve from the root state under the
N2 -model as described in Chapter 2.2.
In this chapter we analyze the probability that MP, in the form of the Fitch algorithm, applied to a subset of the set of taxa correctly estimates the true state at the
root. Suppose that Y is a subset of X, i.e., Y ⊆ X. Y induces a subtree TY , rooted at
a vertex y. Here, y is the most recent common ancestor of vertices in Y . It is possible
that y = ρ. Let fY denote the restriction of a binary character f to Y . MP assigns
states α or β to all internal nodes (including the root ρ) so that the total number of
substitutions is minimized. Such an assignment is not necessarily unique: MP computes
a set Sz of possible states at each internal vertex z, so that each most parsimonious
assignment must assign one of the states in Sz to the vertex z. When MP is applied to
a binary character f , we have either Sρ = {α} or Sρ = {β} or Sρ = {α, β} at the root
ρ. If Sρ is either {α} or {β}, then we say that MP unambiguously reconstructs the root
state; otherwise (when Sρ = {α, β}) we say that MP ambiguously reconstructs the root
state.
The MP algorithm may also be applied to fY on the subtree TY . It returns a state
set Sy = {α} or Sy = {β} or Sy = {α, β} for the root y of TY . We will denote
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by MP(fY , TY ) the set of states which MP assigns to the root y of the subtree TY for
character fY .
In the following, we will denote by MP(f, T ) the set of character states chosen by
Fitch’s maximum parsimony algorithm as possible root states when applied to a character f on a tree T .
Li, Steel and Zhang defined the unambiguous reconstruction accuracy U A(Y ) and
the ambiguous reconstruction accuracy AA(Y ) as follows:

U A(Y ) := P (MP(fY , TY ) = {α}|ρ = α) ,
AA(Y ) := P (MP(fY , TY ) = {α, β}|ρ = α) .
In other words, U A(Y ) is the probability that the root state α evolves to a character
f for which MP on Y assigns the state set {α} to the root y of TY . Similarly, AA(Y )
is the probability that the root state α evolves to a character f for which MP on Y
assigns the state set {α, β} to the root y of TY .
Furthermore, they defined the reconstruction accuracy as
1
RA(Y ) = U A(Y ) + AA(Y ),
2

(1)

where the second term indicates that when MP reconstructs the state at the root
ambiguously, we select one of the states with equal probability.
Note that MP, when applied to Y , estimates a state at the root vertex y of the
subtree TY induced by Y . Since it is possible that the root y of TY is different from the
root ρ of T , we define the reconstructed state at y to be the estimate of the state at
the root based on the subset Y of taxa.
Li, Steel and Zhang gave an example of a tree for which the reconstruction accuracy
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of MP on a proper subset of taxa is higher than the reconstruction accuracy of MP on all
taxa, i.e., RA(Y ) > RA(X) for some proper subset Y of X. But their example requires
that the taxa in Y are closer to the root than the other taxa, i.e., that the probability
of a substitution from the root to any taxon in Y is smaller than the probability of
a substitution from the root to the other taxa. The example that we present in the
following does not require any taxa to be closer to the root. On the contrary, our
example shows that a misleading taxon or taxa (a taxon or taxa that have an adverse
effect on the reconstruction accuracy) may be arbitrarily close to the root.

3.2

An Example of a Misleading Taxon

The main result of this chapter is the following theorem which shows that there are
trees on which the reconstruction accuracy improves when a taxon close to the root is
ignored in an MP based ancestral state reconstruction. Moreover, such a misleading
taxon may be arbitrarily close to the root. Note that we consider a taxon x1 ∈ X to
be closer to the root than a taxon x2 ∈ X whenever the substitution probability from
ρ to x1 is smaller than that from ρ to x2 .
Theorem 3.1. Let pz be any real number such that 0 < pz < 21 , and assume the N2 model. Then there exists a binary phylogenetic tree T on a leaf set X and rooted at ρ
such that the following conditions are satisfied:

1. for some leaf z, the substitution probability from ρ to z is pz ;
2. RA(X − {z}) > RA(X); and
3. for each leaf v 6= z, the substitution probability pv from ρ to v is more than pz ,
i.e., z is closer to the root than any other taxon.

To prove the above theorem, we first need some notation and a lemma. Let y be
a vertex in a binary phylogenetic tree T , and let Y be the set of leaves below y. We
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associate three probabilities with Y as follows.

Pα (Y ) := P (MP(fY , TY ) = {α}|y = α) ,
Pβ (Y ) := P (MP(fY , TY ) = {β}|y = α) ,
Pαβ (Y ) := P (MP(fY , TY ) = {α, β}|y = α) .

Let Th be a balanced binary tree of depth h, i.e., with leaf set X such that |X| = 2h .
Suppose that the substitution probability on each edge of Th is q. For this particular symmetric tree, we denote Pα (X), Pβ (X) and Pαβ (X) by Pα (h, q), Pβ (h, q) and
Pαβ (h, q), respectively. The convergence properties of these probabilities (for h → ∞
and for various values of q) have been studied in detail, [for example, 40; 48]. We state
the following result on the convergence of Pα (h, q) that additionally provides a lower
bound on Pα (h, q) which is independent of h.
Lemma 3.2 (Charleston and Steel, 1995, Yang, 2008). Let Th be a binary balanced
phylogenetic tree of depth h ≥ 2. Let q <

1
8

be the probability of a substitution on each

edge of the tree under the N2 -model. Then Pα (h, q) approaches
1
2

2q
1−
+
1 − 2q

p

(1 − 8q)(1 − 4q)
(1 − 2q)2

!

from above as h → ∞. Moreover, as q goes to 0, the above limiting value approaches 1.
We are now in a position to prove the above theorem.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let T be a phylogenetic tree rooted at ρ constructed as follows.
The left subtree of T contains a single leaf z. The right subtree of T is TY with leaf
set Y and root y. Therefore, the leaf set of T is X = Y ∪ {z}. We choose TY to be a
balanced binary tree of depth h and substitution probability q on each edge. Let the
substitution probabilities on (ρ, z) and (ρ, y) be pz and py , respectively, where pz is any
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given real number such that 0 < pz < 21 . An illustration of these parameters is provided
by Figure 3.1.

ρ

pz

py
y

TY

z

|

{z

Y

}

Figure 3.1: A tree on which MP is more accurate when applied to Y ⊂ X.

For the above tree, the reconstruction accuracy on X is given by

RA(X) = (1 − pz ) ((1 − py )Pα (h, q) + py Pβ (h, q) + Pαβ (h, q))
1
+ pz ((1 − py )Pα (h, q) + py Pβ (h, q))
2
1
+ (1 − pz ) (py Pα (h, q) + (1 − py )Pβ (h, q)) .
2

The reconstruction accuracy on Y is given by

RA(Y ) = (1 − py )Pα (h, q) + py Pβ (h, q) +

1
Pαβ (h, q).
2

In order to satisfy RA(Y ) > RA(X), we therefore must have

(pz − py )Pα (h, q) > (1 − 2pz )Pαβ (h, q) + (1 − pz − py )Pβ (h, q).

(2)

We now show that for any value of pz , however small, the remaining substitution
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probabilities q and py and the depth h of TY can be chosen such that RA(Y ) > RA(X)
(Condition 2 in Theorem 3.1), and for every vertex v in Y , the probability of a change
of state from the root to v is more than pz (Condition 3 in Theorem 3.1).
We express the third condition in Theorem 3.1 in a different form. Let Q := 1 − 2q,
Pz := 1 − 2pz and Py := 1 − 2py . Since the tree Th is symmetric, the probability of a
change of state from the root to any leaf v in Y is the same, and is given by pv =

1−Py Qh
.
2

Therefore, the third condition may now be written as Py Qh < Pz , or equivalently as
(1 − 2q)h <

1 − 2pz
.
1 − 2py

(3)

It follows from Lemma 3.2 that, for all h ≥ 2, as q approaches 0, the left hand side
of Equation (2) approaches pz − py and the right hand side approaches 0. Therefore,
there is a real number ǫ such that 0 < ǫ < 81 , and whenever q < ǫ, Equation (2) is
satisfied. Now given a value of pz , we first arbitrarily fix py such that 0 < py < pz ,
and then fix a value of H := (1 − 2q)h satisfying the constraint in Equation (3). We
1

then choose h sufficiently large so that q = 21 (1 − H h ) < ǫ and the constraint given in
Equation (2) is satisfied as well. This completes the proof.

Note that when q ≥ 81 , the sequence Pα (h, q) has quite different convergence properties than when q < 18 , and the bound provided by Lemma 3.2 does not apply, [see
40; 48, for details]. Therefore, our construction of a misleading taxon given in the proof
of Theorem 3.1 strongly depends on q being sufficiently small.

3.3

A Single Taxon under a Molecular Clock

In this section, we consider binary characters on a binary phylogenetic tree T with
leaf set X under a molecular clock and the N2 -model introduced earlier. Let p be the
probability that a leaf is in a different state than the root. Therefore, if we were to
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guess the root state by looking at only one taxon, the probability of success would be
the probability that the root state was conserved at this taxon, which is 1 − p. That
is, if Y = {x1 } is a single taxon subset of X, then RA(Y ) = 1 − p. In the following, we
show that 1 − p is in fact a lower bound on RA(X), implying that MP applied to all
taxa reconstructs the root state at least as successfully as reconstructing the root state
from a single taxon.

ρ
p2

p1
y1

y2

p′1

p′2
T1

|

T2

{z

}

Y1

|

{z

Y2

}

Figure 3.2: Illustration for Theorem 3.3: For any clocklike binary phylogenetic tree T the reconstruction accuracy of
MP based on all leaves is at least as good as the one based on a single leaf.

As shown in Figure 3.2, we denote the children of ρ by y1 and y2 , and define Ti to
be the subtrees rooted at yi for i ∈ {1, 2}. Let the probabilities of a change of state
from ρ to yi be pi . The probabilities of a change of state from yi to any leaf under yi
are p′i . For i in {1, 2}, we define Pi := 1 − 2pi . Similarly, we define P := 1 − 2p.
In the above notation, we prove the following lower bound on RA(X).
Theorem 3.3. For any rooted binary phylogenetic ultrametric (clocklike) tree T with
leaf set X, the reconstruction accuracy of MP is at least equal to the conservation
probability from the root to any leaf, that is,

RA(X) ≥ 1 − p.
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Proof. We first state three recursions, which we use later to give an inductive proof of
the theorem.





1 + P1
1 − P1
1 − P2
1 + P2
Pα (X) =
Pα (Y1 ) +
Pβ (Y1 )
Pα (Y2 ) +
Pβ (Y2 )
2
2
2
2


1 − P2
1 + P2
Pα (Y2 ) +
Pβ (Y2 )
+Pαβ (Y1 )
2
2


1 + P1
1 − P1
+
Pα (Y1 ) +
Pβ (Y1 ) Pαβ (Y2 )
2
2





1 − P1
1 + P1
1 + P2
1 − P2
Pβ (X) =
Pα (Y1 ) +
Pβ (Y1 )
Pα (Y2 ) +
Pβ (Y2 )
2
2
2
2


1 + P2
1 − P2
Pα (Y2 ) +
Pβ (Y2 )
+Pαβ (Y1 )
2
2


1 − P1
1 + P1
+
Pα (Y1 ) +
Pβ (Y1 ) Pαβ (Y2 )
2
2



1 − P1
1 + P2
1 − P2
1 + P1
Pα (Y1 ) +
Pβ (Y1 )
Pα (Y2 ) +
Pβ (Y2 )
Pαβ (X) =
2
2
2
2



1 − P1
1 + P1
1 − P2
1 + P2
+
Pα (Y1 ) +
Pβ (Y1 )
Pα (Y2 ) +
Pβ (Y2 )
2
2
2
2


+Pαβ (Y1 )Pαβ (Y2 )

We define D(X) := Pα (X)+ 12 Pαβ (X)− 12 (1+P ), and similarly we define D1 := D(Y1 )
and D2 := D(Y2 ). The above recursions can be manipulated with a computer algebra
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system to verify that

4D(X) = 2Pαβ (Y1 )D2 P2 + 2Pαβ (Y2 )D1 P1 + 2D2 P2 + 2D1 P1 + Pαβ (Y1 )P + Pαβ (Y2 )P.

Now, by induction on the number of leaves, we show that D(X) is non-negative.
The base case of the inductive proof is when Y1 and Y2 are singleton sets, in which case
D(Y1 ), D(Y2 ) and D(X) are all equal to 0, that is RA(X) is 1 − p. Suppose that the
tree T has n taxa, and suppose that D(X) is non-negative for all trees having fewer
than n taxa. Since both Y1 and Y2 contain fewer than n taxa, D(Y1 ) and D(Y2 ) are
both non-negative. Since Pαβ (Y1 ), Pαβ (Y2 ), P1 and P2 are all non-negative, the right
hand side of the above equation is non-negative, implying the theorem.

3.4

Interpretation

In this chapter, we analyzed the question of how the Fitch MP algorithm performs
when used to reconstruct the ancestral root state. In particular, we considered the
problem for phylogenetic trees on which the probability of a change of state from the
root vertex to any leaf is constant. Earlier simulation studies [e.g., 36; 52] suggested
that the reconstruction accuracy is generally increased when more taxa are considered.
But simulations conducted by Li, Steel and Zhang showed that even under a molecular
clock, MP may perform better on certain subsets of taxa. In Chapter 3.1 we presented
an example of a tree in which one of the subtrees at the root consists of a single leaf
and a pending edge, and the other subtree is a balanced binary tree of depth h, for
some large h, and small (< 18 ) substitution probabilities on all edges. On this tree, we
observed that the ancestral state reconstruction is more accurate if only the set of taxa
on the balanced subtree is considered. This is in contrast to the example given by Li,
Steel and Zhang in which an outgroup taxon closer to the root or a single fossil record
may give a better estimate of the root state than considering the whole tree. As our
example shows, even a very short edge connecting the root with a leaf cannot guarantee
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an accurate root state estimation if the remaining taxa induce a balanced tree with a
large number of taxa. For such trees, it may be better to ignore the fossil or a taxon
closer to the root. Thus, there seems to be no general theoretical guideline to decide
what subsets of taxa are to be used for a more reliable reconstruction of the root state.
In general, we believe that very long leaf edges would have an adverse effect on the
ancestral state reconstruction using MP.
While using the data on a subset of taxa may give a more accurate estimate of
the root state, in general a single taxon subset does not give a better reconstruction
accuracy. We showed this in Section 3.3 by resolving a conjecture of Li, Steel and Zhang
for the 2-state case. They conjectured that for r-state characters on an ultrametric
(clocklike) tree and a symmetric model of substitution, ancestral state reconstruction
using all taxa is at least as accurate as that using a single taxon. We expect such a
result to be true even when there are more than two states.
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Chapter 4

Misleading Sequences

An educated person is one who has learned that information almost always turns out to be at best incomplete and very often
false or misleading.
Russell Baker

In the previous chapter, the reconstruction accuracy of Fitch’s MP algorithm for the
estimation of the ancestral root state was analyzed. However, the ever-growing amount
of available genetic sequence data requires stochastic models for nucleotide substitution
and tree reconstruction methods not only to allow for ancestral state reconstructions but
also for the inference of phylogenetic trees. Unsurprisingly, such models and methods
have therefore been widely discussed in the last decades (see, e.g., [10], [12], [38], [50]).
One common method to infer phylogenetic trees is to transform large DNA data sets into
distance matrices, to which distance methods can then be applied. This transformation,
however, inevitably leads to some loss of information, but more seriously, distances
can be positively misleading in extreme cases. Huson and Steel [19] have constructed
sequences yielding a unique most parsimonious tree that is totally different from the tree
univocally supported by the corresponding distances. But their construction required
n − 1 character states for n taxa and therefore cannot be realized with DNA sequences
whenever n > 5.
We will show here that no more than three states are actually needed, that is, binary
and ternary characters suffice for generating the extreme contrast between parsimonyand distance-based trees. We do this in a constructive way, i.e., for any choice of
binary phylogenetic trees T1 , T2 , we show how to generate a sequence of binary and
ternary characters for which T1 is the unique MP-tree and T2 is the best possible tree
25
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concerning the induced distances. For this purpose, parsimoniously non-informative
characters are very useful because they can yield some signal for distance-based methods
but do not discriminate between trees under the parsimony criterion. Specifically,
not only can non-informative ternary characters jointly generate any non-trivial split
metric (along with some trivial split metrics), they can totally cancel any non-trivial
split metric (i.e., generate a star tree), too. We can thus freely navigate between
perfectly additive distances by using only non-informative ternary characters. Last but
not least, we compare the sequence length of our construction to that of the HusonSteel construction and show that our sequences can be significantly shorter. We then
introduce an approach on how to characterize all misleading sequences for the four taxa
case. Finally, we analyze the relevance of misleading sequences for practical purposes
and show a misleading example from a DNA alignment including a human gene.

4.1

Construction of Misleading Sequences from Ternary Characters

We begin with some notation. In the following, we will assume that X is a set of n ≥ 4
taxa.
Let df : X × X → N denote the Hamming distance induced by a character f and
k
P
dfi for sequences S = f1 ...fk of k characters. Note that since df only depends
dS :=
i=1

on the partitions associated with the character f , we may index d by the corresponding
partitions instead. In the case of a k-ary character f , which partitions the taxon set
into k parts A1 , . . . , Ak , we also denote the Hamming distance as dA1 |...|Ak := df .
Recall that a non-informative ternary character f has three character states α, β,
γ for which α and β are attained in X exactly once: f (a) = α, f (b) = β, and f (x) = γ
for all taxa a, b, and x different from a and b. Such a character on X featuring the two
taxa a, b thus induces a ‘trivial’ partition of X into two singletons and a remainder, for
which we use the shorthand a|b|X−a, b. Similarly, the ‘trivial’ partition (alias trivial
split) of X associated with a non-informative binary character distinguishing taxon a
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is denoted by a|X−a.
We now give a formal definition of misleading sequences and distances, before we
continue with some more preliminaries required to prove Theorem 4.4, which is the
main result of this chapter.
Definition 4.1. A sequence S of characters on a leaf set X, which is convex only on
a binary phylogenetic X-tree T1 and whose derived Hamming distances are additive on
a binary phylogenetic X-tree T2 such that T1 6= T2 , is called a misleading sequence, and
its derived Hamming distances dS are called misleading distances.

We now explore some useful properties of the Hamming distance which are needed
as prerequisites to construct misleading sequences from binary and ternary characters.
First, note that the mismatch distances derived from a partition with k parts
A1 , . . . , Ak cannot be distinguished from the sum of the mismatch distances derived
from the half-weighted splits Ai |X−Ai (i = 1, . . . , k):
dA1 |...|Ak =


1
dA1 |X−A1 + . . . + dAk |X−Ak .
2

(4)

In particular, if f is a non-informative ternary character featuring the two taxa
a, b, then the derived mismatch distance df = da|b|X−a,b equals the sum of the three
mismatch distances derived from the half-weighted splits a|X−a, b|X−b, and a,b|X−a,b:

da|b|X−a,b =


1
da|X−a + db|X−b + da,b|X−a,b .
2

(5)

This obvious relationship is illustrated in Figure 4.1. This representation thus permits substituting da|b|X−a,b by da,b|X−a,b , or vice versa, modulo trivial split metrics.
Linear dependence of the split metrics on X leads to several equations; for instance,
the most fundamental one equates the sum of all split metrics where one part has
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X − a, b
1

X − a, b
1
2

1
1
2

a

b

1

1
2

a

b

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1: Illustration of Equation 5: Two ways of representing the distances derived from a non-informative ternary
character by a network: a) quasi-median network (triangle); b) splits-tree (3-star).

cardinality exactly 2 with a multiple of the sum of all trivial split metrics:
X

{c, c′ } ⊂ X

dc,c′ |X−c,c′ = (n − 2) ·

c 6= c′

X

dz|X−z .

(6)

z∈X

This formula is straightforward to verify by evaluating either side on a pair x, y of
different taxa, yielding 2(n − 2) on either side.
For any X-split A|B, from (6) and the following trivial equation (7) one immediately
obtains the subsequent equation (8):

X

da,b|X−a,b =

X

a∈A

{c, c′ } ⊂ X

b∈B

c 6= c′

X

a∈A
b∈B

da,b|X−a,b = (n − 2) ·

dc,c′ |X−c,c′ −

X

{a, a′ } ⊂ A

da,a′ |X−a,a′ −

{b, b′ } ⊂ B

a 6= a′

X

z∈X

dz|X−z −

X

{a, a′ } ⊂ A
a 6= a′

X

dX−b,b′ |b,b′ ,

(7)

b 6= b′

da,a′ |X−a,a′ −

X

{b, b′ } ⊂ B

dX−b,b′ |b,b′ .

(8)

b 6= b′

The latter equation is then used to express the split metric dA|B as a linear combination of split metrics where one split part has cardinality at most 2.
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Lemma 4.2. The split metric dA|B for a non-trivial split A|B of an n-taxa set X
satisfies the following two equations:

dA|B =





X
X
X

1
|B|
d
+
|A|
d
−
da,b|X−a,b 
a|X−a
X−b|b

,
2
a
∈
A
a∈A
b∈B

(9)

b∈B

dA|B =






X
X
X
1
 X

da,a′ |X−a,a′ +
dX−b,b′ |b,b′ − (|A| − 2)
da|X−a − (|B| − 2)
dX−b|b  .

2  {a, a′ } ⊂ A

′
{b, b } ⊂ B
a∈A

a 6= a′

b∈B

b 6= b′

(10)

Proof. To prove (9), one needs to evaluate either side on a pair x, y where x is from A,
say, and y is either from A−x or from B. The result on the right side is 12 [2·|B|−2·|B|] =
0 in the former case and equal to 21 [|B|+|A|−(n−2)] = 1 in the latter case, as required.
From (9) one readily derives (10) by substituting the sum of all da,b|X−a,b (a ∈ A, b ∈ B)
by the right-hand side of (8).
This lemma and the preceding equations constitute the ingredients for the following
proposition, which describes how one can either cancel or create a single split metric
by means of metrics derived from non-informative ternary characters.
Proposition 4.3. The split metric dA|B for a non-trivial split A|B of an n-taxa set
X can, up to a sum of trivial split metrics, either be canceled via
X

dA|B +

a∈A

da|b|X−a,b = |B|

b∈B

X
a∈A

da|X−a + |A|

X

db|X−b ,

(11)

b∈B

or be created via
X
′

{a, a } ⊂ A
a 6= a′

da|a′ |X−a,a′ +

X
′

{b, b } ⊂ B
b 6= b′

dX−b,b′ |b|b′





3 X
3 X
da|X−a + |B| −
db|X−b
= dA|B + |A| −
2 a∈A
2 b∈B
(12)

through metrics derived from non-informative ternary characters.
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Note that in Equation (11), the right-hand side consists of multiples of trivial split

metrics only and thus corresponds to a star tree, i.e., unresolved tree, which is why
we refer to this as a split ‘cancelation’. Similarly, the right-hand side of Equation (12)
consists only of a particular (non-trivial) split metric plus some multiples of trivial split
metrics, which may change the length of pending edges but carry no information about
interior edges, which is why it is adequate to refer to this as a split ‘generation’.

Proof. Using the preceding lemmas, we compute
X

dA|B +

(5)

da|b|X−a,b = dA|B +

a∈A

1 X
·
2 a∈A

da|X−a + db|X−b + da,b|X−a,b

b∈B

b∈B

= dA|B +

1
2







X
X
X



·
|B|
·
d
+
|A|
·
d
+
d
a|X−a
b|X−b
a,b|X−a,b


a∈A

b∈B

a∈A
b∈B

(9)

= |B| ·

X
a∈A

da|X−a + |A| ·

X

db|X−b ,

b∈B

thus establishing (11). To prove (12), observe that
X
′

da|a′ |X−a,a′ +

X
′

dX−b,b′ |b|b′

{a, a } ⊂ A

{b, b } ⊂ B

a 6= a′

b 6= b′




X
X

da|X−a + (|B| − 1)
db|X−b +
= (|A| − 1)
2
a∈A
b∈B

(5) 1

(10) 1

=

2

"

2dA|B + (2 · |A| − 3)

X
a∈A

X

{a, a′ } ⊂ A

da|X−a + (2 · |B| − 3)

da,a′ |X−a,a′ +

′

b∈B

{b, b′ } ⊂ B
b 6= b′

a 6= a

X

X

#

db|X−b ,

from which (12) follows immediately.

With these prerequisites we can readily prove the following theorem.





dX−b,b′ |b,b′ 
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Theorem 4.4. For any two distinct binary phylogenetic trees T1 and T2 on the same
taxon set X, there exists a sequence S of binary and ternary characters for which

(i) S is homoplasy-free for T1 and for no other phylogenetic tree on X,
(ii) the distance function dS derived from S is an ultrametric that is perfectly additive
on T2 and on no other phylogenetic tree on X.
Proof. Let S1 be a sequence of k binary characters that induces the system Σ∗ (T1 ) of
the k non-trivial splits of the first tree, which correspond to the k = |X| − 3 interior
edges of T1 . Trivially, S1 is homoplasy-free on T1 and on no other tree (this can be
seen, for example, by using Theorem 3.1.4 of [38]). By adding suitable non-informative
ternary characters we will cancel every split in Σ∗ (T1 ) with respect to the resulting
mismatch distances, then create all members of Σ∗ (T2 ), that is, all non-trivial splits
of T2 , metrically and finally take care of ultrametricity by adding the necessary noninformative binary characters.
Specifically, for every split A|B from Σ∗ (T1 ) and every pair a ∈ A, b ∈ B we take
a ternary character featuring the pair a, b, that is, inducing the partition a|b|X−a, b,
and add it to the sequence. Then according to Proposition 4.3, Equation (11), the thus
resulting expanded sequence S2 yields pairwise distances conforming to a star metric.
Next for each split Ai |Bi from Σ∗ (T2 ) and all pairs a, a′ from Ai and b, b′ from Bi we
take non-informative ternary characters featuring those pairs a, a′ and b, b′ and call the
′
be the concatenation
sequence consisting of these characters Si′ . Let S ′ := S1′ . . . Sn−3

of all Si′ . Then, in view of Proposition 4.3, Equation (12), the mismatch distances with
respect to sequence S3 , which is the concatenation of S2 and S ′ , are perfectly additive
on T2 but no other phylogenetic tree on X.
Finally, in order to obtain an ultrametric, we first select a point r at distance either
0 or

1
2

to the midpoint on a longest path of T2 which has integer distances to the taxa

(labeling the leaves of T2 ) relative to dS3 . Let µ be the maximum distance from r to
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a taxon in X. Then, for every x ∈ X, add µ − dS3 (r, x) many non-informative binary
characters featuring x to the current sequence S3 . Then the final sequence S delivers
an ultrametric dS and still supports T2 and only T2 , as required. This finishes the proof
of the Theorem.

We will now illustrate our construction with the help of an example.

4.1.1

Illustration

1: αα αααγ γ γ ααγ γ γ γ αγ γ γ ααγ γ β
2: αα γ γ γ αααγ γ ααγ γ γ ααγ γ γ γ α β
3: βα β γ γ β γ γ γ γ γ γ αα β γ γ γ β γ αγ α
4: β β γ β γ γ β γ β γ β γ β γ γ β γ αγ β β γ β
5: β β γ γ β γ γ β γ β γ β γ β γ γ β β γ γ γ β β
Figure 4.2: Twenty-three characters discriminating five taxa (1 - 5), which support a perfect phylogeny disconcordant
with the ‘additive’ tree faithfully representing the distance function derived from the character sequence.

In Figure 4.2, we display a sequence on five taxa consisting of two compatible binary,
20 non-informative ternary characters and one non-informative binary character that
illustrates the character sequence g constructed in the proof of the Theorem. The first
two characters induce the compatible splits 12|345 and 123|45. The next six ternary
characters cancel the former split, whereas the subsequent six characters cancel the
latter split metrically. This means that the first three blocks indicated in Figure 4.2,
i.e., the first 14 characters, correspond to a star tree. Then the next block of four
ternary characters establishes the novel distance split 13|245, whereas the subsequent
block erects 134|25. The final binary character helps to make the distances ultrametric.
These data support the perfect phylogeny shown in Figure 4.3(a), where the parsimony
scores are indicated along the links. The ultrametric tree shown in Figure 4.3(b) (where
the branch lengths are indicated) represents the corresponding mismatch distances.
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1

4

1

T1

2
T2

7
1
7

2

5

3
(a)

3

r

7
1

8

4
(b)

7

5

Figure 4.3: a) The perfect phylogeny supported by the data from Figure 4.2; b) the ultrametric representation by a
tree rooted at node r for the distances derived from the data of Figure 4.2.

4.1.2

Sequence Length Analysis

We now analyze the sequence length of the misleading sequences as constructed in
Theorem 4.4. Note that as there are various ways to derive sequence S, which consists of
sequence S3 and some added uninformative binary characters to make it an ultrametric,
the following formula for the sequence length disregards the molecular clock property,
i.e., it only refers to S3 rather than S.
Corollary 4.5. For X with |X| = n ≥ 4 and trees T1 and T2 on X, let sequence S3 be
as constructed in the proof of Theorem 4.4. Then, the number k(S3 ) of characters in
S3 is given by

k(S3 ) = (n − 3) +

n−3
X
i=1

!
 

n−3
X
|B̃i |
|Ãi |
,
+
|Ai | · |Bi | +
2
2
i=1

where σi = Ai |Bi ∈ Σ∗ (T1 ), σ̃i = Ãi |B̃i ∈ Σ∗ (T2 ).
Proof. The formula follows directly from the construction introduced in the proof of
Theorem 4.4.

In the following, we will show that this sequence length can be significantly shorter
than the one of the Huson-Steel construction as presented in [19]. In order to see this,
recall that Huson and Steel start with the following distances: D1 (x, y) denotes the
number of interior edges of T1 separating taxa x, y, and D2 is an arbitrary ultrametric
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on T2 such that all interior edges have edge weight 1 and all pending edges have a
non-negative integer edge weight. Moreover, they set dij := |D2 (i, j) − D1 (i, j)|, s =


P P
dij . Finally, they define nij = r − B · dij + s, where B = n2 − 1 and r is

i∈X j6=i∈X

such that r − dij + s ≥ 0 for all dij .

Note that this construction does not lead to a unique sequence as there are various
choices of D2 , which lead to different sequences and different edge lengths. The basic
approach used by Huson and Steel is this: they first add B copies of all binary characters
induced by the n − 3 interior edges of T1 , i.e., by Σ∗ (T1 ), and then they concatenate this
sequence with nij copies of a character in which the (distinct) taxa i and j are in state α,
and all other taxa are in states other than α and different from one another. The latter
characters are all non-informative. So as in our approach, non-informative characters
are used to cancel splits induced by the binary characters defining the perfect phylogeny.
But the non-informative characters of the Huson-Steel approach employ n − 1 character
states (where n = |X|) as opposed to the three states required by the Bandelt-Fischer
approach.
Concerning the sequence length of the Huson-Steel construction, we can now state
the following lemma.
Lemma 4.6. The number of characters k(S̃) of the misleading sequence S̃ constructed
in [19] is
 

X X
n
k(S̃) =
− 1 (n − 3) +
nij .
2
i∈X j6=i∈X

(13)

In order to compare k(S3 ) and k(S̃), we have to make sure that we do not make
k(S̃) unnecessarily large. Note that as soon as D2 is chosen, the values for dij and s
P
are fixed. So one can only minimize
nij by making r minimal. This means that r
has to be chosen such that r = B · maxij dij − s. Let d∗ij = maxij dij .
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Lemma 4.7. The number of characters k(S̃) of the misleading sequence S̃ constructed
in [19] is bounded from below by
 
 
 

n
n
∗
k(S̃) ≥
− 1 · (n − 3) +
· dij − s .
2
2
Proof. From Lemma 4.6 we have

 
X X
n
− 1 (n − 3) +
(r − B · dij + s)
k(S̃) =
2
i∈X j6=i∈X
 

 
X X
n
n
=
− 1 (n − 3) +
(r + s) − B ·
dij
2
2
i∈X j6=i∈X
 

 
n
n
=
− 1 (n − 3) +
(r + s) − B · s
2
2

  

 
 
n
n
n
∗
· dij − s
−1 ·
− 1 (n − 3) +
≥
2
2
2

 
 
 
n
n
∗
· dij − s ,
− 1 · (n − 3) +
=
2
2
where the lower bound in the second to last step is obtained by using the the minimal
value for r, i.e., r = B · d∗ij − s.

Even the lower bound on the sequence length of S̃ is not independent of the original
choice of D2 . Therefore, the sequence lengths of the Huson-Steel approach and the
Bandelt-Fischer approach cannot directly be compared. However, we will show with
the following example that the difference can in fact be huge.
Example 4.8. Consider again trees T1 and T2 given by Figure 4.3. We will now follow
the Huson-Steel approach for these trees, and we will also use D2 as given in Figure
4.3.
Table 2 shows the values required for the Huson-Steel approach. Note that here,

r is chosen to be minimal. Since B = 52 − 1 = 9 by definition, and since s = 144
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and maxij dij = 16 according to Table 2, the minimal choice for r turns out to be
P P
9 · 16 − 144 = 0. In the following, let Nr :=
nij .
i∈X j6=i∈X

(i, j) D1 (i, j) D2 (i, j)
dij
nij
(1, 2)
0
16
16∗
0
(1, 3)
1
14
13
27
(1, 4)
2
16
14
18
(1, 5)
2
16
14
18
(2, 3)
1
16
15
9
(2, 4)
2
16
14
18
(2, 5)
2
14
12
36
(3, 4)
1
16
15
9
(3, 5)
1
16
15
9
∗
(4, 5)
0
16
16
0
Sum:
s = 144 N0 = 144
Table 2: Overview of the values needed for the Huson-Steel approach in order to construct a misleading sequence
which is homoplasy-free on tree T1 and additive on tree T2 given by Figure 4.3. Note that the value of r minimizing the
sequence length is used, which here means r = 0.

Figure 4.4 depicts the minimal sequence achieved by the Huson-Steel approach,
i.e., the minimal sequence constructable by their approach with T1 being the perfect
phylogeny and the derived distances being treelike only on T2 . The sequence length is,


according to Lemma 4.6, 52 − 1 (5 − 3) + Nr = 9 · 2 + 144 = 162. Recall that the
sequence length k(S3 ) of the approach presented above was 22 (and the whole sequence

S given by Figure 4.2, which contained an additional character to achieve an ultrametric
has length 23) and was thus significantly shorter than the Huson-Steel sequence. This
shows that sequences consisting of binary and ternary characters only may be more
efficient in constructing misleading sequences.

It is important to state, however, that the Bandelt-Fischer way of generating misleading sequences is at least not generally ‘best possible’ with regard to sequence length,
even if we do not insist on the sequence to fit a molecular clock (but recall that the
construction is ‘best possible’ concerning the number of employed character states).
First of all, the construction given in the proof of Theorem 4.4 disregards the fact that
T1 and T2 might have some non-trivial splits in common. In this case, these splits do
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1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

α
α
β
β
β

α
α
β
β
β

α
α
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β
β
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β
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β
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β
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β
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β
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δ
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δ
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δ
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δ
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δ
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Figure 4.4: The misleading Huson-Steel sequence of minimal length for trees T1 and T2 as given in Figure 4.3. The
sequence length is 162, which is roughly seven times longer than the sequence of length 23 given by Figure 4.2.

not have to be metrically cancelled and then created again via ternary non-informative
characters in order to obtain a sequence which is homoplasy-free only on T1 and whose
derived Hamming distances are additive only on T2 . Moreover, in Chapter 4.2 we will
show that for n = 4 we can also find a shorter misleading sequence than that provided
by the proof of Theorem 4.4 (in particular, we will see that a sequence length of 6 is
achieveable, which is not possible with the instructions given above). Naturally, since 4taxa trees only have one internal edge, different 4-taxa trees have no non-trivial split in
common. So even in such cases, there may exist misleading sequences which are shorter
than suggested by the above construction. Moreover, Huber, Moulton and Steel showed
that in general, i.e., for any binary phylogenetic tree T on any number of taxa, there
are always four characters which are convex on T and no other tree [18]. This suggests
that the first part of the misleading sequence construction, namely the one consisting
of informative characters, can be made significantly shorter than suggested in the proof
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1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10 :
11 :
12 :
13 :
14 :
15 :

pattern

character type

corresponding variable

ααββ
αβββ
αβαα
ααβα
αααβ
ααβγ
αβαγ
αβγα
αββγ
αβγβ
αγββ
αβαβ
αββα
αβγδ
αααα

binary, informative
binary, non-informative
binary, non-informative
binary, non-informative
binary, non-informative
ternary, non-informative
ternary, non-informative
ternary, non-informative
ternary, non-informative
ternary, non-informative
ternary, non-informative
binary, informative
binary, informative
quaternary, non-informative
unitary, non-informative

x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
x7
x8
x9
x10
x11
x12
x13
x14
x15

Table 3: This table lists the 15 different character patterns or partitions which are possible on four taxa and their
corresponding variable.

of Theorem 4.4 (but this may require a lot more character states). A general lower
bound on the number of characters required to construct a misleading sequence would
therefore be of interest. We provide such a bound for the 4-taxa case in the following
chapter.

4.2

A Characterization of Misleading Sequences for Four Taxa

We now introduce an approach on how to characterize all misleading sequences on
four taxa. Here, we explicitly consider all misleading sequences, i.e., including those
which do not conform to an ultrametric. Our main objective is to state equations and
inequalities that need to be fulfilled by a misleading sequence.
On four taxa, there are 15 characters (when for instance ααββ, ββαα, γγδδ etc.
are assumed to be equal as they correspond to the same partitioning of the leaf set X).
These 15 characters are listed in Table 3. In the following, we denote by xi the number
of characters of type i, for some i ∈ {1, . . . , 15} used in a sequence.
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As depicted in Figure 4.5, there are three different unrooted binary phylogenetic
trees on four taxa: 12|34, 13|24 and 14|23.

1

2

3

1

4

3

(a)

2

1

4

4

(b)

2

3
(c)

Figure 4.5: Illustration of the three different unrooted trees on 4 taxa.

We now analyze the case where the sequence is convex only on 12|34 and additive
only on 13|24. The other cases can be analyzed analogously. In order to make a
sequence convex on 12|34 and no other tree, it has to employ the binary informative
character ααββ, i.e., x1 ≥ 1, and no other binary informative character may be used
(i.e. x12 = x13 = 0).
By analyzing the characters 1 – 11 and 14 – 15 given by Table 3, one can easily see
which character contributes to the distance between taxa i and j for i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, i 6=
j. Then, the Hamming distances derived by a sequence employing only characters 1 –
11 and 14 – 15 can be calculated as follows:
d12 =

x2 + x3

d13 = x1 + x2

+ x7 + x8 + x9 + x10 + x11 + x14 + x15
+ x4

d14 = x1 + x2

+ x8 + x9 + x10 + x11 + x14 + x15

+ x5 + x6 + x7

d23 = x1

+ x3 + x4

d24 = x1

+ x3

d34 =

+ x6

+ x9 + x10 + x11 + x14 + x15

+ x6 + x7 + x8

+ x10 + x11 + x14 + x15

+ x5 + x6 + x7 + x8 + x9

+ x11 + x14 + x15

x4 + x5 + x6 + x7 + x8 + x9 + x10

+ x14 + x15

By [38], Theorem 7.2.6, the 4-point condition is a necessary and sufficient criterion
for a sequence to be a tree metric. In order to be a tree metric on 13|24 and no other
tree, the derived distances thus have to fulfill the 4-point condition on 13|24: we require

d12 + d34 = d14 + d23 > d13 + d24 .
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Note that in order to avoid a star tree, the last inequality has to be strict. Furthermore,
we require all triangle inequalities to hold (note that these are induced by the general
form of the 4-point condition as the four points need not be all distinct):

dij + djk − dik ≥ 0 for all i, j, k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.
So altogether we have the following conditions on d to make it a tree metric (exclusively)
on 13|24:

d12 + d34 = d14 + d23

>

d13 + d24

(14)

d12 + d23

≥ d13

(15)

d13 + d23

≥ d12

(16)

d12 + d13

≥ d23

(17)

d12 + d24

≥ d14

(18)

d14 + d24

≥ d12

(19)

d12 + d14

≥ d24

(20)

d13 + d34

≥ d14

(21)

d14 + d34

≥ d13

(22)

d13 + d14

≥ d34

(23)

d23 + d34

≥ d24

(24)

d24 + d34

≥ d23

(25)

d23 + d24

≥ d34

(26)

This leads directly to the following corollary.
Corollary 4.9. Any choice of x1 , . . . , x15 with x1 ≥ 1 and x12 = x13 = 0 such that
Inequalities (14) – (26) are fulfilled induces a misleading sequence S on four taxa.
More precisely, S is homoplasy-free only on tree 12|34 and additive only on tree 13|24.
Moreover, for any sequence S which is homoplasy-free only on tree 12|34 and additive
only on tree 13|24 we have x1 ≥ 1 and x12 = x13 = 0. Additionally, such a sequence
fulfills Inequalities (14) – (26).
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Proof. The claim follows directly from the preceding arguments.

Remark: Note that the roles of the trees can be swapped by modifying the inequalities accordingly. Thus, a full characterization of all misleading sequences on 4 taxa can
be achieved with this approach.
We are now in the position to prove a lower bound for the sequence length required
to construct misleading sequences on four taxa.
Proposition 4.10. Let T1 and T2 be two distinct binary phylogenetic X-trees, where
|X| = 4. Then, any sequence S of characters on X such that
1. T1 is the unique MP-tree and
2. the Hamming distances derived from S are perfectly additive on T2
has length at least six.

Proof. We assume wlog. that T1 = 12|34 and T2 = 13|24. Then, we know that in
order for T1 to be the unique MP-tree, we require x12 = x13 = 0. Note that the
unitary non-informative character αααα and the quaternary non-informative character
αβγδ are not only non-informative regarding parsimony, but also regarding distances.
Therefore, in order to determine the minimum length of a misleading sequence S, we
can furthermore assume wlog. x14 = x15 = 0. Then, by Inequality (14), we need
d12 + d34 = d14 + d23 > d13 + d24 . As above we can express the distances as follows:

1. d12 + d34 = x2 + x3 + x4 + x5 + x6 + 2x7 + 2x8 + 2x9 + 2x10
2. d14 + d23 = 2x1 + x2 + x4 + x5 + 2x6 + 2x7 + x8 + x9 + 2x10 + 2x11
3. d13 + d24 = 2x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 + x5 + 2x6 + x7 + 2x8 + 2x9 + x10 + 2x11
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This leads to x7 +x10 > x8 +x9 = 2x1 +x6 +2x11 . As x1 ≥ 1 as T1 is the unique MP-tree,
this means that x8 +x9 ≥ 2 and x7 +x10 ≥ 3. Therefore, we have x1 +x7 +x8 +x9 +x10 ≥
6. This completes the proof.
Corollary 4.11. Let S be a misleading sequence on |X| = n ≥ 4 taxa, such that S
contains all binary characters induced by the non-trivial splits of its perfect phylogeny.
Then, S has length at least six. Moreover, the function f : N → N defined by n 7→
minS length(S), which maps the number of taxa to the minimum length of misleading
sequences on n taxa with the additional property of containing all binary characters
induced by the non-trivial splits of their perfect phylogeny, is non-decreasing.

Proof. We will prove the claim by induction on n = |X|. For |X| = 4, the result
follows from Proposition 4.10. Now let n be a number of taxa such that for misleading
sequences (with the additional property of containing all binary characters induced
by the non-trivial splits of their perfect phylogeny) on fewer than n taxa we already
know that they have at least length k for some k ≥ 6, and that f (i) is non-decreasing
over the range i = 4, . . . , n − 1. Let S be a character sequence which has T1 as its
unique perfect phylogeny and which contains all n − 3 binary characters induced by its
non-trivial splits and whose derived Hamming distances are treelike only on T2 , where
T1 6= T2 are X-trees with |X| = n. Let additionally the length of S be f (n) (i.e., S is a
misleading sequence containing all binary characters induced by splits of T1 of minimum
length). Now for an arbitrary taxon x ∈ X, we consider S x := S|X−{x} , T1x := T1|X−{x}
and T2x := T2 |X−{x} , i.e., the restrictions of S, T1 and T2 on X − {x}, respectively.
Note that S x is convex on T1x . This is due to the fact that the removal of a row in
the alignment S cannot create homoplasies as some informative characters may become
non-informative, but non-informative characters remain non-informative. Therefore, no
conflicting signals are added. Furthermore, note that the Hamming distances derived
from S x are additive on T2x , as deleting a row of S cannot destroy additivity: since
the distances derived by S fit on T2 , by disregarding x we do not change the fact that
the remaining distances fit on the remaining edges. Now, S contains by assumption
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all binary informative characters such that all non-trivial splits of T1 are represented.
If taxon x does not belong to a cherry of T1 , for all splits A|B of T1 with x ∈ A we
have |A| ≥ 3. Therefore, deleting the row corresponding to x in the alignment cannot
turn any informative characters into non-informative ones in this case. If, on the other
hand, taxon x belongs to a cherry of T1 , there is a taxon y ∈ X, y 6= x, such that the
split xy|X − {x, y} is part of T1 and represented in S by a binary character of the kind
ααβ . . . β. The restriction of this character on X − {x} is non-informative, as now one
of the states (here α) remains only once. But all other binary characters representing
non-trivial splits of T1 remain informative when restricted to X − {x}. In particular,
all non-trivial splits of T1x appear in S x . Thus, S x is convex only on T1x and contains
all binary characters induced by non-trivial splits of T1x . Now assume that there is no
x ∈ X such that S x is misleading. Since S x is convex only on T1x and additive on T2x ,
S x is not misleading only if T1x = T2x for all x, i.e. all subtrees of T1 and T2 of size n − 1
are equal. Then, all quartet subtrees of T1 and T2 are also equal (as they all belong to
some subtree on n − 1 taxa), and thus, by Theorem 6.3.9 of [38], T1 and T2 are equal.
This is a contradiction. So there must be an x ∈ X for which S x is misleading, i.e.,
with T1x 6= T2x . Since S x is a sequence on n − 1 taxa, by induction it has length at least
f (n − 1) ≥ k. Since S has the same length as S x (as only a row was removed but not
a column), this completes the proof.

We now demonstrate with the following example that the lower bound on the sequence length given in Proposition 4.10 is a tight bound, i.e., can be achieved. The
example also shows how misleading sequences on four taxa can be constructed using
Corollary 4.9.

Example 4.12. Let x1 = x8 = x9 = 1, x10 = 3, x2 = . . . = x7 = x11 = x12 = x13 =
x14 = x15 = 0. It can be easily checked that this choice fulfills the requirements of
Corollary 4.9, and it corresponds to the following sequence S:
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1: α α α α α α
2: α β β β β β

S:

3: β γ β γ γ γ
4: β α γ β β β

Trivially, this sequence is homoplasy-free only on tree 12|34, as the only informative
character in the sequence is ααββ. The corresponding distances derived from the
sequence are d12 = d14 = d23 = d34 = 5, d13 = 6 and d24 = 3. These distances fit on
tree 13|24 as illustrated in Figure 4.6 (but they do not conform to a molecular clock).
1

3

1

2
3

1.5
0.5

3

2

4
(a)

1.5

3

4
(b)

Figure 4.6: The tree illustrated in (a) is the perfect phylogeny for S, whereas (b) depicts the tree on which S is additive.

Note that Example 4.12 provides a shorter misleading sequence than achieveable
with the construction given in the proof of Theorem 4.4, even if we disregard the noninformative binary characters that make the sequence clocklike. Using Corollary 4.5,
for n = 4 the sequence length of the (non-clocklike) misleading sequence which has
T1 = 12|34 as its perfect phylogeny and whose derived Hamming distances are additive
only on T2 = 13|24 as suggested by the proof of Theorem 4.4 can be calculated as
follows:

(4 − 3) + |{1, 2}| · |{3, 4}| +




 
|{2, 4}|
|{1, 3}|
= 1 + 2 · 2 + (1 + 1) = 7,
+
2
2

which proves that this sequence is longer than the one of length 6 given in the above
example.
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The sequence constructed in Example 4.12 will be analyzed further in Chapter 5.2,
as for certain model assumptions, the ML-tree for this sequence coincides with T2 , i.e.,
with the distance-wise best choice, rather than with MP.

4.3

Relevance of Misleading Sequences in Practice

For various reasons it is often argued that misleading sequences are not too relevant for
practical purposes. In fact, even homoplasy-free sequences are rare, and homoplasyfree sequences fulfilling an additional property are even rarer. We will discuss this
issue further in the next chapter. But first we show with an example that misleading
sequences indeed do occur in real data, even when the human genome is considered.
Using the UCSC Genome Browser, Wolfgang Fischl and I aligned the following
genes: the human gene hg18 located on Chromosome 1, positions 37720932 – 37721032,
the corresponding genes of chicken (galGal2), mouse (mm8) and rat (rn4). The resulting
alignment is depicted in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: DNA alignment built with the UCSC Gene Browser: human gene hg18 (Chromosome 1, positions 37720932
– 37721032), chicken gene galGal2, mouse gene mm8 and rat gene rn4. This whole sequence contains only one informative
binary character T T CC at the 86th position.

After aligning these genes, we removed all unitary non-informative characters, as
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these are also distance-wise uninformative in the sense that they induce the same distance, namely 0, between all pairs of species for all possible underlying trees. For the
same reason, we would have disregarded all quaternary non-informative characters, but
the alignment shown in Figure 4.7 does not contain any of these, and it also does
not contain any gaps. The sequence resulting from removing the unitary characters
is shown in Figure 4.8, where the only binary informative character is marked with
an asterix. Note that with regards to parsimony, i.e., in particular to convexity, as
well as concerning the induced distances, the explicite character states do not matter,
only the patterns or partitions induced by them are relevant. Table 4 summarizes this
information of the alignment given in Figure 4.8.
∗

1
2
3
4

(Human):
(Chicken):
(Mouse):
(Rat):

CCGCCCGACTAG
TTATTAAACATA
TGACCCGATTTG
TTACCCGGCTGG

C
A
C
C

CCA
ATC
CCA
CCA

G
A
G
G

C
T
C
C

T
C
C
C

GC
AG
GT
GC

TG
AT
TG
TG

GAGT
ATAA
GCGT
GTGG

T
T
C
C

TCTCCCA
AAGATGT
TCTCCCA
CCTTCCG

Figure 4.8: The alignment resulting from the alignment given in Figure 4.7 after removing all characters which are not
required. The only informative character is marked with the asterix symbol.

Pattern
Frequency

α
α
β
β
1

α
β
β
β
3

α
β
α
α
21

α
α
β
α
1

α
α
α
β
1

α
β
α
γ
4

α
β
γ
α
1

α
β
β
γ
1

α
β
γ
β
2

Table 4: Summary of the information provided by the alignment of Figure 4.8.

Since the alignment given in Figure 4.8 contains only one informative binary character, the sequence is homoplasy-free only on the corresponding tree, namely 12|34.
Moreover, the sequence is also treelike, which can be seen in Figure 4.9(b). Therefore,
this sequence is misleading.
Unsurprisingly, in the distance tree the chicken branch is by far the longest. Therefore, the sequence does not conform to a molecular clock. However, it was necessary
to include a less related species in the analysis to achieve better results. In [13], Fischl
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Mouse

Human

Chicken
5.5

25.5
1

3.5

Chicken

Rat

(a)

5.5

Mouse

Rat

(b)

Figure 4.9: Tree 12|34 is the perfect phylogeny for the sequence given in Figure 4.8, whereas the tree 13|24 is the tree
on which the derived distances are additive.

conducted the same analysis including the rhesus gene rheMac2 instead of the chicken
gene. He found that because of the relatedness of human and rhesus, there were no
misleading sequences in the whole genome. However, as soon as the chicken genome was
included, the situation changed. In order to analyze his findings, Fischl distinguishes
between sequences which deliver incongruent trees and sequences which are misleading.
Incongruent trees are trees for which the best parsimony tree does not coincide with
the best distance-derived tree, but the first does not have to be homoplasy-free and the
sequence does not need to be additive on the latter. We could also call such sequences
‘weakly misleading’ as they lead to different trees as different tree inference methods
are applied. Fischl found that the number of misleading sequence parts in the whole
genome alignment varies strongly from chromosome to chromosome. Chromosome 19,
for example, returned about ten times more sequences of length 1000 with ‘incongruent’
trees than the other chromosomes. Only when searching for short misleading sequences
of length 20, Fischl found no significant differences between the chromosomes.
Fischl’s approach was to search the alignments with the help of a computer program
that allows for different ‘window’ sizes. A window corresponds to the length of the
alignment part under investigation. His results for the whole genome alignment of the
species human, chicken, mouse and rat are summarized in Table 5.

Table 5 shows that long misleading sequences (> 250 bp) are not to be found.
However, 1297 misleading short sequences show that misleading sequences not only
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window size

incongruent

20
50
100
250
500
1000

80021 (2.134%)
35761 (2.384%)
11745 (1.567%)
1577 (0.526%)
378 (0.252%)
110 (0.147%)

additive convex
8329
4319
1170
79
7
2

34402
9580
1267
14
0
0

misleading
1297 (0.0346%)
512 (0.0341%)
80 (0.0107%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)

Table 5: Results of the whole genome alignment: no misleading sequences longer than 250 basepairs were found, and
the length of the whole alignment (disregarding all gaps) was roughly 75,000,000 bp.

exist in theory, and the 80021 sequences with incongruent trees even more underline
the discrepancies between distance-based and parsimony-based methods. However, the
percentages show that the phenomenon of misleading sequences is not a major issue
when reconstructing trees from sequence data.

4.4

Interpretation

Tree reconstruction from character data, such as DNA sequences, is a common approach
to estimate phylogenetic trees. Often, however, the given data are not additive, i.e.,
not treelike, for any tree but rather represent a network, which usually requires further
examination. Treelike data, on the other hand, intuitively seem uncomplicated and
unequivocal. But our results show that even treelike DNA sequences on any number
of species larger than three may be positively misleading, as they may be treelike on a
tree different from the perfect phylogeny.
In contrast to the result of Huson and Steel, which required n − 1 character states,
our approach is completely independent of the number n of taxa and can therefore be
realized with the four DNA character states on any set of species. With regard to the
number of character states employed, Theorem 4.4 is best possible, that is, compatible
binary characters alone would not generate the contrast between parsimony-based and
distance-based trees. This is because the splits induced by these characters would be
faithfully reconstructed from the derived distance function [38, Prop. 7.1.9].
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Note that correcting for so-called ‘hidden changes’ under some model of sequence
evolution would not eliminate the problem. This is due to the fact that for clocklike
data, the corrections will not change the relative size of distances and the corrected
sequence would still be treelike and conform to a molecular clock on the tree which is
not the perfect phylogeny (for more details, see [38], Proposition 7.5.2).
Although ternary characters come up naturally with DNA data, Theorem 4.4 is
of rather theoretical nature because such an amount of ternary characters necessary
for split switching is out of reach with natural data (particularly when n is large).
Especially in mitochondrial DNA data sets, ternary characters are sparse. Nonetheless,
the presence of ternary characters with their different contributions to parsimony scores
and distance values can yield a minor effect that would come on top of other noise
patterns, which could adversely influence the reconstruction of distance trees and their
interpretation as phylogenetic trees. Moreover, for small n, e.g. n = 4, we have shown
in Chapter 4.3 that misleading sequences can be found in DNA data, so they do not
only exist in theory. However, the misleading sequences found were relatively small and
would therefore nowadays not be used for tree inference.
The purpose of Theorem 4.4 is not to state the importance of misleading sequences
for tree reconstruction, but rather to show that even in the perfect – and unlikely – case
of a homoplasy-free sequence whose derived distances are additive, the corresponding
trees can differ. If such a scenario is possible even if the sequence is ‘best possible’
according to both the convexity as well as the additivity criterion, it is intuitively clear
that tree reconstruction from DNA data that does incluce some homoplasies or corresponds to a network rather than a tree has to be conducted even more carefully. As
Fischl has shown [13], the number of sequences giving rise to contradictory (‘incongruent’) trees is, as could be expected, far higher than that of misleading sequences.
In Section 4.2, we introduced an approach which allows for sequences on four taxa
to be checked for misleadingness by just considering some equations and inequalities,
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but without the necessity of inferring the corresponding trees. We believe that this
approach can easily be expanded to five or more taxa, but the number of equations
and inequalities to consider will increase correspondingly. We conjecture that our characterization can be used to explicitly calculate the probability of the occurrence of
misleading sequences for a given model of nucleotide substitution, which would help
answer the question of how relevant misleading sequences really are. Moreover, the sequence constructed in Example 4.12 also has some interesting properties concerning the
relationship of MP and ML, which will be highlighted in Chapter 5.2. In fact, the idea
used in this chapter (namely constructing a disagreement between MP and distance
methods by using the binary characters induced by the splits of the tree supposed to be
the perfect phylogeny and then adding only parsimoniously uninformative characters)
can also be used to construct a disagreement between MP and ML under certain model
assumptions. This is due to the fact that ML, just like distance methods but opposed
to MP, does not ignore parsimoniously uninformative characters.

Chapter 5

Equivalence of
Maximum Parsimony and
Maximum Likelihood
You can’t be suspicious of a tree (or accuse a bird or a squirrel of
subversion or challenge the ideology of a violet).
Hal Borland

In the previous chapter, the differences of Maximum Parsimony and distance-based tree
reconstruction methods were analyzed. In the present chapter, MP will be compared to
Maximum Likelihood (ML), which is another frequently used tree inference method. As
explained in Chapter 2, a basic difference between these two methods is that MP, unlike
ML, is not based on a specific nucleotide substitution model, and thus the methods
may perform differently under different models: if the sequences under consideration
are related by a specific model of substitution, the results of MP and ML coincide [17],
but there are also examples, such as the famous ‘Felsenstein Zone’, for which this is not
the case [10].
In 1997, Tuffley and Steel carried the analysis of MP and ML an important step
further [44]: they showed that the Nr -model with ‘no common mechanism’ is sufficient
for MP and ML to be equivalent when applied to a sequence of characters. Here, we
will present a very elementary and short proof of the Tuffley-Steel result in order to
make it more widely accessible. Along the way, we exploit some useful properties of the
likelihood function, such as its multilinearity.
Moreover, the main purpose of this chapter is to analyze this equivalence of MP and
ML further by considering slightly modified model assumptions that are of biological
relevance. For instance, MP is often assumed to be justified whenever the nucleotide
51
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substitution probabilities are small (see, e.g., [12], p. 101). Therefore, we restrict the
model by placing an upper bound on these probabilities, and find that under no common
mechanism, MP and ML are no longer equivalent. Moreover, the equivalence of MP and
ML under a ‘no common mechanism model’ also fails under the constraint of a molecular clock, even without a bound on the substitution probabilities. These two claims
will be established by constructing counterexamples that are minimal with respect to
the number of taxa. To construct our examples, we exploit a useful property of the
likelihood function for a ‘no common mechanism’ model, namely that it is multilinear
in the substitution probabilities. This fact underlies Equation 18 and Lemma 2 in [44],
which we use in our arguments. We will show that some ideas which are useful to
construct a disagreement of MP and ML are related to the ideas used in Chapter 4.
Additionally, we prove bounds on the ML-value of a given sequence of characters on
a tree, and use them to show that it is possible to choose sufficiently small substitution
probabilities (depending on the number of taxa, the number of characters and the
number of states) so that every tree chosen by ML is also a most parsimonious tree.

5.1

Elementary Proof of the Tuffley-Steel Result

We begin with explicitly stating the equivalence of MP and ML in the following theorem.
We first prove it for a single character, and then generalize the proof to a sequence of
characters, assuming no common mechanism.
Theorem 5.1. (Tuffley and Steel 1997) Let m ∈ N and S := f1 . . . fm be a sequence
of r-state characters on a phylogenetic X-tree T . Then, under the Nr -model with no
common mechanism, the maximum likelihood of S and its parsimony score are related
by
max P (S|T ) = r−lT (S)−m ,

(27)

which implies that Maximum Likelihood and Maximum Parsimony both choose the same
tree(s).
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We first consider the case m = 1, i.e., a single character f . Thus, we first show
max P (f ) = r−lT (f )−1 .

Note that in the Nr -model, P (f ) =

1
r

(28)

· P (f |f (1) = c1 ), where c1 is the character

state assigned to leaf taxon 1 (for details on the so-called reversibility of the Nr -model,
which is the reason why the actual root position does not matter, the reader is referred
to [11]). Thus, in order to show (28) it is sufficient to show

max P (f |f (1) = c1 ) = r−lT (f ) .

(29)

We prove (29) by first showing with Lemma 5.2 that r−lT (f ) is a lower bound for
max P (f |f (1) = c1 ). Then, Lemma 5.5 completes the proof by demonstrating that
r−lT (f ) is additionally an upper bound for P (f |f (1) = c1 ).
Lemma 5.2.
max P (f |f (1) = c1 ) ≥ r−lT (f )
Proof. Consider a most parsimonious extension g of f .
lT (f ) substitutions. We assign substitution probability

Then, g requires exactly
1
r

to those edges on which

a substitution occurs in g, and substitution probability 0 to all other edges. Then,
P (g|f (1) = c1 ) = r−lT (f ) . The lower bound for max P (f |f (1) = c1 ) now follows from
P
the fact that P (f |f (1) = c1 ) = P (g|f (1) = c1 ).
g

Lemma 5.2 states that r−lT (f ) is a lower bound for max P (f |f (1) = c1 ). In order
to show that it is also an upper bound, we need some preliminaries concerning the
likelihood function. These will be provided by Lemma 5.3 and Corollary 5.4.
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Lemma 5.3. Let h be a function from the k-dimensional box B k = [0, t]k to the real
numbers, i.e., h : B k → R. If h is multilinear, then there is a corner p of B k such that
h(p) ≥ h(x) for every point x in B k .

Proof. We use an arbitrary point x := (x1 , x2 , . . . , xk ) in B k as the initial value of a
greedy hill climbing algorithm. Suppose we fix the values xj for all j other than i. Since
h is multilinear, h(x) then takes the form axi + b. Now we distinguish between two
cases:

1. a ≥ 0. In this case, we replace xi by t.
2. a < 0. In this case, we replace xi by 0.

In either case, the value of h(x) cannot decrease. Repeating this step for all i = 1, . . . , k,
one eventually arrives at a corner p of the box B k , where h(p) ≥ h(x). The particular
corner p obtained by the above procedure depends on the initial choice of x. Thus, as a
last step we select a corner of B k that maximizes h among all corners. This completes
the proof.

We are now in the position to make first statements on the likelihood function.
Corollary 5.4. Let f be a character on a phylogenetic X-tree T . Then under the Nr model with all substitution probabilities bounded by u, where 0 ≤ u ≤ 1r , the likelihood
P (f |T ) can be maximized at a point where all substitution probabilities are either 0 or
u.

Proof. First, recall that

P (f |f (1) = c1 ) =

X
g

P (g|f (1) = c1 ),

(30)
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where the summation is over all possible extensions g of f . Now let e be the edge (1, v).
Then the likelihood may be computed by the recursion

P (f |f (1) = c1 ) =

X

P (g|f (1) = c1 )qe +

g:g(v)=c1

X

P (g|f (1) = c1 )pe ,

(31)

g:g(v)=s6=c1 ,
s∈C

where pe is the probability of a substitution on edge e, and qe = 1 − (r − 1)pe is the
probability of no substitution on edge e. Clearly, Equation (31) is linear in each pe .
Therefore, the likelihood function P (f |f (1) = c1 ) is multilinear, and the claim follows
from Lemma 5.3 and the fact that 0 ≤ pe ≤ u.
Note that Corollary 5.4 is the same as Lemma 2 in [44] except that Tuffley and
Steel stated their result only for u = 1r . However, this assumption is not used in their
proof and therefore not required for the corollary to hold. We keep the corollary more
general in order to enable an analysis of bounded substitution probabilities later in this
chapter.

Lemma 5.5. Let f be an r-state character on a phylogenetic X-tree T . Then,
P (f |f (1) = c1 ) ≤ r−lT (f ) .
Proof. In view of Corollary 5.4, there is always an ML-tree with the property that
some of the substitution probabilities on its edges are

1
r

and all other substitution

probabilities are 0. Therefore, for an ML-tree T of a character f we can assume wlog.
that T has this property. We partition the edge set E(T ) of this ML-tree into two sets
E1 and E0 , such that edges in E1 have substitution probability

1
r

and edges in E0 have

substitution probability 0. Let k := |E1 |.
If an extension g of f has a substitution on an edge e in E0 , then P (g|f (1) = c1 ) = 0,
i.e., g does not contribute to the likelihood calculation. Therefore, k ≥ lT (f ), since
any extension g of f has, by definition of the parsimony score lT (f ), at least lT (f )
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substitutions, all of which must occur on edges in E1 .
If P (g|f (1) = c1 ) 6= 0, then P (g|f (1) = c1 ) = ( 1r )k by definition of E1 , as on these
edges the substitution probabilities pe as well as the probability qe for no substitution
are all 1r . Therefore, P (f |f (1) = c1 ) =

N
,
rk

where N is the number of extensions g that

have a non-zero likelihood. We now show that N ≤ rk−lT (f ) . Figure 5.1 illustrates
E1 and E0 by solid and dotted edges, respectively. The groups of vertices that are
connected by edges of E0 must be assigned the same state by any extension g of f
that contributes to the likelihood, because there the substitution probabilities are 0.
Note that for such extensions, substitutions can only occur on edges of E1 , but it is not
required that on all such edges there is a substitution.

A

B

C

D

E

Figure 5.1: Maximal blocks that induce subtrees with dotted edges. Block A does not contain any leaf and is thus
called ‘unlabeled’. All other blocks are labeled.

Maximal subtrees consisting only of edges of E0 are enclosed in boxes in Figure 5.1.
We call the vertex sets of such subtrees blocks, and we call a block labeled whenever
it contains a leaf. As explained before, any extension g of f that contributes to the
likelihood P (g|f (1) = c1 ) only allows for changes on edges of E1 . Therefore, whenever
a block contains a leaf vertex i, all vertices in this labeled block must be assigned the
same state f (i) by such an extension g.
Note that there are exactly k + 1 blocks as |E1 | = k (for instance, in Figure 5.1 there
are four bold edges separating the vertex set into five blocks), and we define M to be the
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number of labeled ones. Then, for the parsimony score lT (f ) we know lT (f ) ≤ M − 1.
This is true because even if all labeled blocks are in different states, MP chooses one
of the leaf states to be the root state. Therefore, on the way from the root to at most
all but one labeled blocks a change is required. Re-writing this condition gives a lower
bound for M : M ≥ lT (f ) + 1. Thus, at least lT (f ) + 1 of the k + 1 blocks are labeled
and therefore at most (k + 1) − (lT (f ) + 1) = k − lT (f ) are unlabeled. This implies
that there are at most rk−lT (f ) extensions g of f that contribute to the likelihood, i.e.,
N ≤ rk−lT (f ) . This is due to the fact that each unlabeled block can be assigned one
of the r different character states, whereas the state of the labeled blocks is fixed as
f is given. Therefore, altogether we have P (f |f (1) = c1 ) = N r−k ≤ r−lT (f ) , which
completes the proof.

We are now in a position to prove Theorem 5.1.

Proof of Theorem 5.1. Combining Lemmas 5.2 and 5.5 yields Equation (29). Thus, for
a single character f , MP and ML are equivalent. We now generalize this result for a
character sequence S of no common mechanism. By definition of ‘no common mechanism’, the likelihood of each character can be maximized independently. Therefore,

max P (S = f1 . . . fm ) =

m
Y

max P (fi )

i=1

L.5.2 & 5.5

=

m
Y

r−lT (fi )−1 = r−lT (S)−m .

i=1

This completes the proof.

In the following, we show that small changes to the assumptions of the Nr -model
with no common mechanism may suffice to let the equivalence of MP and ML fail.
In particular, we analyze two settings of biological interest: first, we consider bounded
substitution probabilities, and second, we investigate the case of a molecular clock. Both
cases allow us to explicitly construct examples in which MP and ML choose different
trees even under no common mechanism.
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5.2

Bounded Substitution Probabilities

In this chapter, we consider a modification of the Nr -model with no common mechanism
in which the substitution probabilities on all edges are bounded above by some u < 1r .
We construct sequences of characters for which MP and ML choose different sets of
trees.
Proposition 5.6. Under the Nr -model with no common mechanism, for r ≥ 2, there
exist values of u such that if the substitution probabilities are bounded above by u, where
0 < u < 1r , MP and ML choose different sets of trees. In particular, we have:

1. For r = 2, for all values of u ∈ 0, 1 −

√1
2


, there exist sequences of characters

for which MP and ML choose different sets of trees.

2. For r > 2, for all values of u ∈ (0, 1r ) there exist sequences of characters for which
MP and ML choose unique and distinct trees.

Consider again Corollary 5.4. Recall that Tuffley and Steel stated it only for the
case u =

1
r

and used it to explicitly maximize the likelihood of a character on a given

tree under the Nr -model: for a given character f and tree T with a most parsimonious
extension g of f , assigning substitution probability

1
r

to edges where a substitution is

induced by g and 0 elsewhere gives maxp̄ P (f |T , p̄), where p̄ is the vector containing all
substitution probabilities (cf. Theorem 3 of [44]).
But it turns out that an ML solution cannot be similarly related to an MP solution
when u < 1r . That is, if g is a most parsimonious extension of a character f we may
not be able to maximize the likelihood by simply assigning the substitution probability
u to edges on which there is a substitution in g and 0 to edges on which there is no
substitution in g. The likelihood may actually be maximized at some other corner of
the feasibility region of p̄. This is the idea of the following construction.
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Proof of Proposition 5.6. We provide examples of sequences of characters for which MP
and ML may choose different sets of trees. We first prove the case r = 2 with an example
on five taxa, and show that in this case, there are no such examples on fewer than five
taxa. Then we explicitly prove the case r = 3 with an example on four taxa and show
how this example can be generalized for r > 3.
Case r = 2:
Let the set of character states be {α, β}. Consider the two trees T1 and T2 shown
in Figure 5.2 alongside the characters f1 = ααβββ and f2 = αβαββ. We consider the
character sequence S := f1 f2 .

1

T1

4

2

T2

1

2

3

5

5

4

3

f1 : ααβββ
f2 : αβαββ
Figure 5.2: The characters f1 and f2 both correspond to a split on an interior edge of T1 or T2 , respectively. But, as
highlighted by the circled leaves, the assignment of f1 on T2 differs from the assignment of f2 to T1 .

Note that lT1 (f1 ) = lT2 (f2 ) = 1 and lT1 (f2 ) = lT2 (f1 ) = 2. Therefore, lT1 (S) =
lT2 (S) = 3, which means that MP will not favor either of the two trees T1 , T2 over the
other one. Moreover, as f1 and f2 are incompatible with one another, it can easily be
seen that both trees are actually MP-trees: the minimal score of either character is 1,
as two states are employed, and this score is achieved when the character corresponds
to a split on an edge of the underlying tree – but because of the incompatibility, the
other character will have a score of at least 2. So for S, a score of 3 is best possible,
and thus both T1 and T2 are MP-trees.
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For ML, the situation is different. This is because the assignments of f1 on T2 and

f2 on T1 differ, as highlighted by Figure 5.2. In fact, character f1 has a unique most
parsimonious extension on T2 , whereas f2 has two most parsimonious extensions on
T1 . As we show in the following, for a sufficiently small upper bound u, the likelihood
function is maximized when these extensions both contribute to the likelihood. We
use the symbolic computer algebra system MAXIMA to evaluate P (fi |T , p̄) for i =
1, 2, for all trees on five taxa and at all corners of the feasibility region of p̄ (see
Corollary 5.4). More specifically, for the five-leaf-trees under investigation, there are
seven edges to which either 0 or u can be assigned, which gives 27 = 128 possible
parameter vectors p̄ at which the likelihood might be maximized. We observe that
1
u,
2

max P (f1 |T1 ) = max P (f2 |T2 ) =

but max P (f1 |T2 ) =

1 2
u
2

and max P (f2 |T1 ) =

max( 12 u2 , u2 (1 − u)2 ). So there are choices of u, namely all u < 1 −

√1 ,
2

for which

max P (f1 |T2 ) < max P (f2 |T1 ). In these cases, even though both T1 and T2 are MPtrees, ML will favor tree T1 over T2 . Therefore, MP and ML are not equivalent in this
case.
Now let sequence S̃ contain k copies of character f1 and k + 1 copies of character
f2 for some integer k > 0. Then, clearly lT1 (S̃) = 3k + 2, but lT2 (S̃) = 3k + 1.
Therefore, MP will favor tree T2 over T1 . Moreover, T2 is an MP-tree (by the same
incompatibility argument concerning f1 and f2 as above). On the other hand, we have
k+1

max P (S̃|T1 ) = ( 12 u)k · (u2 (1 − u)2 )

and max P (S̃|T2 ) =

u3k+1
22k+1

(provided u < 1 − √12 ).

We choose a sufficiently large value of k so that the former value is larger than the latter.
For such choices of k, ML will favor tree T1 over T2 , even though MP favors T2 . It is
important to note, however, that for the sequence S̃, the tree T1 is not an ML-tree. It can
k+1 2
k
(u (1 − u)2 ) ,
be easily verified for the tree T3 in Figure 5.3 that max P (S̃|T3 ) = u2
which is more than max P (S̃|T1 ). In fact, max P (S̃|T3 ) > max P (S̃|T1 ) for all u ≤ 21 .

So T3 is the unique ML-tree. Moreover, T3 is also an MP-tree. So for r = 2, it remains
unclear whether MP and ML can make strictly conflicting choices.
Note that when r = 2, examples demonstrating the inequivalence of MP and ML
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Figure 5.3: Tree T3 is both an MP- and an ML-tree for sequence S̃

cannot be constructed with fewer than five taxa. This is because given at most one
interior edge, it can be easily checked that all non-informative binary characters have
the same maximum probability on all trees, whereas informative binary characters on
four taxa have a higher probability on the tree where they have parsimony score 1.
Case r = 3:
Let the set of character states be {α, β, γ}. We consider four taxa and the characters
f1 := ααββ and f2 := αβγβ, as well as the sequence S of characters defined by
S := f1 f2 . . . f2 for some k ∈ N. Two of the three possible trees on four taxa are shown
| {z }
k times

in Figure 5.4: the tree T4 = 12|34 and the tree T5 = 13|24.
1

3

1

T4
2

4
(a)

2
T5
4

3
(b)

Figure 5.4: Tree T4 illustrated in (a) is the unique MP-tree for S, whereas (b) depicts tree T5 , which is the unique
ML-tree for S when, say, u = 81 is chosen.

Tree T4 is clearly the unique MP-tree of S, as the only informative character in S
is f1 = ααββ.
As before, we use the symbolic algebra system MAXIMA to evaluate P (f |T , p̄)
for all characters f in the sequence, for all trees on four taxa and at all corners of
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the feasibility region of p̄. We observed that max P (f2 |T4 ) =

u2
3

and max P (f2 |T5 ) =

u2 (1 − 2u). Therefore, for all u < 1r , we have max P (f2 |T5 ) > max P (f2 |T4 ). Now for
any u < 1r , a sufficiently large value of k may be chosen such that

max P (S|T5 )
max P (S|T4 )

> 1. We do

not analyze the character f1 , although the actual choice of k will depend on the ratio
max P (f1 |T5 )
max P (f1 |T4 )

and on u. Therefore, MP and ML choose different trees in this three-state

setting. Moreover, it can be easily verified that for the third topology on four taxa,
namely T6 = 14|23, we have max P (S|T6 ) < max P (S|T5 ) for all choices of u ≤ 31 . So,
T5 is the unique ML-tree, whereas T4 is the unique MP-tree in this setting. So MP and
ML make strictly conflicting choices.
Case r > 3:
Let the set of states be C := {α, β, γ, δ1 , δ2 , . . . , δr−3 }. Let D := {δ1 , δ2 , . . . , δr−3 }.
We analyze four taxa and the same characters f1 := ααββ and f2 := αβγβ that were
analyzed in the case r = 3, but this time under the Nr -model with r > 3. Again we
consider the sequence of characters S := f1 f2 . . . f2 .
| {z }
k times

We only sketch the proof in this case. In particular, we indicate how the expressions

for the likelihood function may be written regardless of the number of states.
The expressions for P (fi |Tj ) for i = 1, 2 and j = 1, 2, 3 can be written in a simple
manner since the states δi do not occur in S. For example, let the substitution probabilities on the edges of a four-taxa tree T be p̄ = (pi , i = 1, 2, . . . , 5), where pi (for
i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}) are the substitution probabilities on the pending edges adjacent to taxa
1, 2, 3, 4, respectively, and p5 is the substitution probability on the internal edge. Let
P
u and v be the internal vertices of T . We write P (fi |T , p̄) = g P (g|T , p̄), where the
summation is over all extensions g of fi .

Now observe that if g and h are two extensions of a character f , then we have
P (g|T , p̄) = P (h|T , p̄) if g(u), h(u) ∈ D and g(v) = h(v) = s ∈
/ D (or vice versa with
the roles of u and v interchanged).
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Therefore:
X

P (g|T , p̄) = (r − 3)P (h|T , p̄),

g : g(u) ∈ D,
g(v) = s ∈
/ D

where h is an extension of f for which h(u) = δ1 and h(v) = s.
Similarly:
X

P (g|T , p̄) = (r − 3)P (h|T , p̄),

g : g(u) = s ∈
/ D,
g(v) ∈ D

where h is an extension of f for which h(u) = s and h(v) = δ1 .
Finally:
X

P (g|T , p̄) = (r − 3)(1 − 3p5 )p1 p2 p3 p4 ,

g : g(u) ∈ D,
g(v) ∈ D

With these observations, it is possible to write the expressions for computing P (fi |Tj )
in a computer algebra system like MAXIMA. As in the case r = 3, we analyzed only
P (f2 |T4 ) and P (f2 |T5 ), and verified that max P (f2 |T5 ) ≥
u2
.
r

u2 (3−2ru)
r

and max P (f2 |T4 ) =

Since (3−2ru) > 1 for all u < 1r , there is a k for which max P (S|T5 ) > max P (S|T4 ).

This means that ML will favor T5 over T4 , even though T4 is the unique MP-tree in this
setting.

Remark 1. It is important to state that in the examples for r ≥ 3 introduced in the
proof of Proposition 5.6, where the number of taxa is bounded (in fact, it is only 4), as
u approaches 1r , we require the sequence length k + 1, and thus k, to tend to infinity for
ML and MP to make different choices. However, this is a necessary property of any such
example for which the number of taxa is bounded: For any fixed character sequence
S, the continuity of the likelihood function and the Tuffley-Steel result (Theorem 5.1)
imply that there is a positive real number ǫ(S) such that if u >

1
r

− ǫ(S), then ML and

MP choose the same sets of trees. Therefore, for a bounded number of taxa, since there
are only finitely many sequences of length at most k + 1, we set ǫ := minS (ǫ(S)), where
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the minimization takes place over all character sequences of length at most k + 1, and
conclude that MP and ML would be equivalent (in the sense of the Tuffley-Steel result)
for all u > 1r − ǫ, for all sequences of length at most k + 1. Therefore, as u approaches 1r ,
the sequence length k + 1 of sequences for which MP and ML make conflicting choices
has to tend to infinity.

Note that the role of the N2 -model with no common mechanism in Proposition 5.6
is different than that of the Nr -model with no common mechanism for r > 2: for r = 2,
we only state that the sets of trees chosen by MP and ML may be different for certain
choices of values for the upper bound u. In particular, our proof shows that some
MP-trees may not be ML-trees in this setting, but it is still unknown if the opposite
can also happen. The intuitive reason why the binary case might indeed be different is
due to the relationship of sequence S = f1 f2 . . . f2 as used in Propositon 5.6 and the
(distance-wise) misleading sequences as introduced in Chapter 4. In fact, S = f1 f2 f2 f2
(i.e. the particular case with three copies of character f2 ) is a shorter version of the
sequence constructed in Chapter 4.2; only two characters are missing, namely αβγα
and αββγ – and trivially, the ML-values of these characters on T4 and T5 (depicted in
Figure 5.4) are equal (as the pattern of both characters is equal on both trees). It can
be easily verified that the ML-value of each of these characters on both trees is

u2
.
3

So

adding these characters to the sequence used in Proposition 5.6 does not change the
example: in fact, this sequence, which was constructed in Chapter 4.2 as a case in which
the perfect phylogeny and the tree induced by the derived distances differ, is also an
example for a sequence where a certain choice of an upper bound u will make MP and
ML differ (but note that the shorter version of this sequence, which for certain values
of u causes a disagreement of MP and ML, is not a misleading sequence concerning
the Hamming distance as it is not even treelike). In fact, for these choices of u, e.g.
u=

1
8

as shown in the proof of Proposition 5.6, ML will agree with the tree on which

the Hamming distances are treelike, namely T2 , whereas MP will naturally favor T1 as
the only informative character in the sequence is f1 = ααββ.
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We now complement the above inequivalence results by showing that for sufficiently
small choices of u, all ML-trees are also MP-trees. To prove this result, we first establish
lower and upper bounds for the maximum probability of observing a character given a
tree.
Proposition 5.7. Let T be a phylogenetic X-tree, where |X| = n. Let f be a character
on X. Then under the Nr -model with no common mechanism and with all substitution
probabilities bounded by u, where 0 ≤ u < 1r , we have
 
1
ulT (f ) ≤ max P (f |T ) ≤ rm−3 ulT (f ) ,
r
where max P (f |T ) is the maximum likelihood of f on T and lT (f ) is the parsimony
score of f on T .
Proof. For the lower bound, just as in the Tuffley-Steel approach explained above, we
take a most parsimonious extension g of f and assign substitution probability u to each
edge that has a substitution in g and 0 to all other edges. Considering the r possible root
states (for an arbitrarily chosen root), this gives the lower bound for maxp̄ P (f |T , p̄).
To prove the upper bound, we observe that there are exactly rn−2 extensions of f ,
where n − 2 is the number of internal vertices, each of which may be assigned any of the
r states. We will now analyze these extensions. Let g be any extension of f . For any
assignment of substitution probabilities to the edges of the tree, the value of P (g|T , p̄)
for an assignment of probabilities that maximizes P (f |T , p̄) is either 0 (if one of the
edges on which there is a substitution in g has been assigned a substitution probability
0) or is given by
1
1
1
max P (g|T , p̄) = uk1 (1 − (r − 1)u)k2 ≤ uk1 ≤ ulT (f ) ,
p̄
r
r
r

(32)

where k1 ≥ lT (f ) is the number of edges on which there is a substitution in g and
k2 is the number of edges which require no substitution in g but have been assigned
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substitution probability u. The factor

1
r

is due to the r possible choices for the root

state.
By Equation (32), each extension of f has a likelihood of at most 1r ulT (f ) . The upper
bound now follows by summing the likelihoods of all extensions.

Now we will use the bounds for the maximum likelihood to derive the desired conclusion on ML-trees.
Theorem 5.8. Let S = f1 f2 . . . fm be a character sequence and let Ta and Tb be two
phylogenetic X-trees, where |X| = n. Then under the Nr -model with no common mechanism and with all substitution probabilities bounded by u, where 0 ≤ u < 1r , we have
for sufficiently small choices of u

lTb (S) < lTa (S) ⇒ max P (S|Tb ) > max P (S|Ta ),
i.e., if Tb is parsimoniously better than Ta , it also has a better ML-value.

Proof. By Proposition 5.7 we have
P

i lTa (fi )

(33)

 m P
1
max P (S|Tb ) ≥
u i lTb (fi ) .
r

(34)

max P (S|Ta ) ≤ r(n−3)m u
and

Note that for any positive integers a and b such that b < a and any positive constant
c, for sufficiently small values of u we have ua < cub . Now by assumption we have
P
P
b := i lTb (fi ) < i lTa (fi ) =: a. With c := min(1, (rn+(n−3)n )−1 ), using this argument

for Equations (33) and (34), we get for sufficiently small values of u that max P (S|Tb ) >
max P (S|Ta ).
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Corollary 5.9. Let S be sequence of m characters on a set of n taxa. Then there is
an ǫ = ǫ(n, m, r) such that under the Nr -model with no common mechanism and with
all substitution probabilities subject to an upper bound u ∈ [0, ǫ), all ML-trees of S are
also MP-trees.

Proof. Let ǫ be ‘sufficiently small’ with respect to Theorem 5.8, and let Tb be any MPtree for S. Let Ta be another tree that is not a most parsimonious tree. That is, lTb (S) <
lTa (S). Therefore, by Theorem 5.8, for u ∈ [0, ǫ), we have max P (S|Tb ) > max P (S|Ta ).
Thus, Ta cannot be an ML-tree, implying that all ML-trees are also MP-trees.

5.3

Molecular Clock

We now prove a statement similar to Proposition 5.6, but instead of considering bounded
substitution probabilities, we analyze substitution probabilities which conform to a
molecular clock. Moreover, we consider only the three-state symmetric model. Under
the N3 -model, we consider two cases (for any phylogenetic X-tree rooted at some root ρ
and conforming to a molecular clock). In the first case, the probability of a substitution
from the root to any of its leaves is bounded above by pmax ∈ [0, 13 ). In the second case,
the probability of a substitution from the root to any of its leaves is bounded above by
pmax =

1
3

(as suggested by the N3 -model).

Proposition 5.10. Under the N3 -model with no common mechanism, with the substitution probabilities constrained by a molecular clock, MP and ML are not equivalent for
any bound pmax ∈ [0, 13 ].
Proof. We show the inequivalence first for pmax ∈ [0, 13 ), and then for pmax = 31 .
Consider the two rooted trees T1 and T2 along with substitution probabilities pi and
p̃i , respectively, on their edges as shown in Figure 5.5. The trees have the same shape
but different leaf labels, and possibly different probabilities of a substitution from the
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root to any of its leaves. Under a molecular clock, we have p1 = p2 and p3 = p4 in T1 ,
and p̃1 = p̃3 and p̃2 = p̃4 in T2 . Let p, p̃ ∈ [0, pmax ] be the probabilities of a substitution
from the root ρ to any leaf in T1 and T2 , respectively.
Then under the N3 -model, we write p and p̃ in terms of the substitution probabilities
on the edges of the trees as follows:

p = (1 − 2p5 )p1 + p5 (1 − 2p1 ) + p5 p1 = p1 + p5 − 3p1 p5
= (1 − 2p6 )p3 + p6 (1 − 2p3 ) + p6 p3 = p3 + p6 − 3p3 p6 .
Thus p5 =

p−p1
1−3p1

and p6 =

p−p3
.
1−3p3

Similarly, on T2 , we have p̃5 =

p̃−p̃1
1−3p̃1

and p̃6 =

T1

T2

ρ

ρ

p5

p6

p̃5

p̃6

6

6

5
p1

p̃−p̃2
.
1−3p̃2

5
p2

p3

p4

p̃1

p̃3

p̃2

p̃4

1

2

3

4

1

3

2

4

f1 :

α

α

β

β

f1 :

α

β

α

β

f2 :

α

β

γ

β

f2 :

α

γ

β

β

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.5: Rooted binary trees T1 and T2 , which conform to a molecular clock, and the assignment of characters
f1 = ααββ and f2 = αβγβ, respectively.

As in the proof of Proposition 5.6, we consider the N3 -model with state space
C := {α, β, γ}. Consider the characters f1 := ααββ and f2 := αβγβ, and a sequence of
characters S := f1 f2 . . . f2 , where n is a positive integer.
| {z }
n times

As before, T1 is the unique MP-tree of S. We claim that T1 is not an ML-tree if n

is sufficiently large. In order to show this, we show that max P (S|T2 ) > max P (S|T1 )
for a suitable choice of n.
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Since we assume no common mechanism, we have
(max P (f1 |T2 ))(max P (f2 |T2 ))n
max P (S|T2 )
=
.
max P (S|T1 )
(max P (f1 |T1 ))(max P (f2 |T1 ))n
We now demonstrate, without calculating max P (f1 |T1 ) and max P (f1 |T2 ) explicitly
(but using the fact that these values are positive), that max P (f2 |T2 ) > max P (f2 |T1 )
for all values of pmax . This allows us to choose a sufficiently large value of n so that the
ratio above is more than 1.
First we seek to maximize:

P (f2 |T1 , p̄) =

X
c∈C

P (f2 |T1 , p̄, ρ = c)P (ρ = c) =

1X
P (f2 |T1 , p̄, ρ = c).
3 c∈C

Using the computer algebra system MAXIMA, we expand the right-hand side of
this equation by summing the probabilities over all possible assignments of states to
the internal nodes 5 and 6, and substitute p5 =

P (f2 |T1 , p̄) =

p−p1
1−3p1

and p6 =

p−p3
1−3p3

to obtain:

p1 p3 (3p1 p3 − 2p1 − 2p3 + 1 + 2p − 3p2 )
.
3

Observe that for any fixed values of p1 +p3 and p, the expression above is maximized
when p1 p3 is maximized, i.e. when p1 = p3 . Therefore, we can substitute p1 for p3 and
maximize the resulting expression given by:
p21 (1 − p − p1 )(1 + 3p − 3p1 )
.
3

Under the constraint p ∈ [0, pmax ], straightforward arguments show that the expression shown above has a maximum at p1 = p = pmax , and the maximum is given by
p2max (1−2pmax )
.
3

Therefore:
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p2max (1 − 2pmax )
.
3

(35)

max P (f2 |T2 ) = p2max (1 − 2pmax ),

(36)

max P (f2 |T1 ) =
Similar calculations show that:

where the maximum is obtained by setting p̃2 = p̃4 = p̃5 = 0 and p̃1 = p̃3 = p̃6 = p̃ =
pmax .
Equations (35) and (36) imply that max P (f2 |T2 ) > max P (f2 |T1 ) for all pmax ∈
(0, 31 ]. Now we can select a sufficiently large value of n so that max P (S|T1 ) < max P (S|T2 ),
where the actual choice of n will depend on the ratio

max P (f1 |T2 )
max P (f1 |T1 )

and pmax .

This analysis does not show that T2 is an ML-tree, but it shows that T1 , which is
a unique MP-tree, is not an ML-tree. Therefore, the two methods are not equivalent
under the constraint of a molecular clock, even when we assume no common mechanism.
Note that the relationship max P (f2 |T1 ) < max P (f2 |T2 ) holds even when pmax = 13 .
In particular, we observe that P (f2 |T2 , p̃i , i = 1, 2, . . . , 6) takes a maximum value of

1
27

1
81

in

in the limit as p → 13 , and P (f2 |T1 , pi , i = 1, 2, . . . , 6) takes a maximum value of
the limit as p̃ → 31 .

5.3.1

Analysis of Binary Characters under a Molecular Clock

Just as in the previous chapter, the question arises whether an example for which MP
and ML make strictly conflicting choices can also be found for binary characters. Using
the same arguments as before, in the following we provide an example which shows
that in N2 -model, there are sequences for which some MP-trees are not ML-trees, but
as before we do not know if an example vice versa does also exist.
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Example 5.11. Consider the two rooted trees shown in Figure 5.6. As before, for all
i = 1, . . . , 8, we denote the substitution probabilities on edge ei with pi and we define
Pi = 1 − 2pi . Note that due to the clock restriction, P2 = P6 , P5 = P8 and P7 = P4 P5 .
In this notation, the probability for a substitution on edge i can be written as pi =
1+Pi
.
2

and the probability qi for no substitution on edge i is qi =

1−Pi
2

Furthermore, we call

P := P1 P2 = P3 P4 P5 the height of the tree. Thus the probability of a state change
from the root to any leaf is

1−P
.
2

T3

T4

ρ

ρ
P3

P3
P1

P1

P4

P4
P7

P7
P2

P6

1

2

f1 :

α

f2 :

α

P8

P5

P2

P6

1

3

3

4

α

β

β

β

f1 :

α

β

α

β

β

f2 :

α

5

P8

P5

5

4

2

β

β

α

β

α

β

β

β

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.6: Rooted binary trees T3 and T4 , which conform to a molecular clock, and the assignment of characters
f1 = ααβββ and f2 = αβαββ, respectively.

As in the proof of Proposition 5.6, we consider the characters f1 = ααβββ and
f2 = αβαββ as well as the sequence S := f1 f2 in a 2-state setting, i.e., r = 2. As
before, we get lT3 (S) = lT4 (S) = 3, which shows that MP will not favor either of
the two trees T3 , T4 over the other one. Also, both T3 and T4 are among the most
parsimonious trees, since each of the characters f1 and f2 has a parsimony score of at
least 1 on any tree, and as they are incompatible with one another, S must have a
parsimony score of at least 3 on any tree.
We claim that ML favors tree T3 over T4 . In order to show this, we first compute
max P (f1 |T4 ) and then show that max P (f2 |T3 ) > max P (f1 |T4 ).
Let P denote a given height and let f1l be the restriction of f1 on the left subtree of
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T4 , and f1r the restriction of f1 on the right subtree of T4 . We have
P (f1 |T4 ) = P (f1 |T4 , ρ = α)P (ρ = α) + P (f1 |T4 , ρ = β)P (ρ = β)

1
1
P (f1l |T4 , ρ = α)P (f1r |T4 , ρ = α) + P (f1l |T4 , ρ = β)P (f1r |T4 , ρ = β)
2
2
1
P (f1l |T4 , ρ = α) (P (f1r |T4 , ρ = α) + P (f1r |T4 , ρ = β)) ,
(37)
=
2

=

since P (f1l |T4 , ρ = α) = P (f1l |T4 , ρ = β). Moreover, to obtain the ML value, the
two factors P (f1l |T4 , ρ = α) and (P (f1r |T4 , ρ = α) + P (f1r |T4 , ρ = β)) can be maximized
independently.
Evaluating the left factor P (f1l |T4 , ρ = α) yields

P (f1l |T4 , ρ



1 + P1
= α) =
2
1 − P22
=
,
4



1 − P2
2



1 + P2
2



+



1 − P1
2



1 − P2
2



1 + P2
2



which is maximized when P2 takes the minimum possible value. Since P = P1 P2 is
given (and fixed), P2 cannot be less than P (otherwise, P1 would have to be more than
1, which is not possible). Therefore,
max P (f1l |T4 , ρ = α) =

1 − P2
,
4

(38)

and the maximum is obtained when P1 = 1 (since P1 P2 = P ). In other words, the
substitution probability p1 = 0, so the left subtree is rooted at ρ by a 0-length edge.
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Analyzing the right factor (P (f1r |T4 , ρ = α) + P (f1r |T4 , ρ = β)) yields

=
+
+
+
=

P (f1r |T4 , ρ = α) + P (f1r |T4 , ρ = β)


 

 


1 + P3
1 − P4 P5
1 + P4
1 − P52
1 − P4
1 − P52
+
2
2
2
4
2
4


 

 


2
1 − P3
1 + P4 P5
1 − P4
1 − P5
1 + P4
1 − P52
+
2
2
2
4
2
4

 

 



2
1 − P4 P5
1 + P4
1 − P5
1 − P4
1 − P52
1 − P3
+
2
2
2
4
2
4

 

 



2
1 + P4 P5
1 − P4
1 − P5
1 + P4
1 − P52
1 + P3
+
2
2
2
4
2
4


2
1 − P5
,
(39)
4

which is maximized when P5 is minimum (that is P5 = P ) and P3 = P4 = 1. Combining
Equations (37), (38) and (39) yields

1
max P (f1 |T4 ) =
2



1 − P2
4

2

,

(40)

obtained by setting P2 = P5 = P and P1 = P3 = P4 = 1, that is, by attaching all leaves
to the root ρ like in a star tree.
It can easily be seen that the right-hand side of Equation (40) is maximized, namely
equal to

1
,
32

when P = 0.

Similarly, maximizing P (f2 |T3 ) yields

max P (f2 |T3 ) =



1 − P2
4

2

,

(41)

and this value is obtained by setting P5 = 1 (which corresponds to making the
corresponding edges e5 and e8 short) and as before setting P2 = P , P1 = 1, P3 = 1 and
P4 = P . The right-hand side of Equation (41) assumes its maximum

1
16

at P = 0.
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Equations (40) and (41) imply max P (f2 |T3 ) > max P (f1 |T4 ) for all fixed values

of P as well as in the limit as P → 0. Note that max P (f1 |T3 ) = max P (f2 |T4 ). So
altogether we have for the sequence S = f1 f2 : max P (S|T3 ) > max P (S|T4 ). Thus, ML
favors tree T3 over tree T4 , whereas both trees are most parsimonious. Therefore, MP
and ML are not equivalent under the constraints of a molecular clock, even when there
is no common mechanism.
As before, we can construct a longer sequence S̃ comprised of k copies of character
f1 and k + c copies of character f2 for some integers k, c > 0. Then k can be chosen
sufficiently large such that ML will favor tree T3 over T4 , while T4 is an MP-tree and
T3 is not. Thus, even under the assumption of no common mechanism, MP and ML
choose different sets of trees in this setting.
As in Proposition 5.6, the above example for the binary case subject to a molecular
clock only provides an MP-tree, namely T4 , which is not an ML-tree, but it is unclear
whether or not the opposite can occur. However, as both our ternary as well as binary
examples show, it is often possible to modify the examples for bounded substitution
probabilities such that they also provide examples for the clock case. Therefore, we
assume that if such an example exists for the bounded case described in Chapter 5.2,
this might also lead to an example for the restriction induced by a molecular clock.

5.4

Interpretation

Our main objective was to present examples demonstrating that MP and ML may
choose different sets of trees under the Nr -model with no common mechanism when
the substitution probabilities are bounded above by u <

1
r

or when a molecular clock

is assumed. Another intention was to give an elementary proof for the equivalence of
MP and ML in the Nr -setting with no common mechanism, as shown by Tuffley and
Steel [44], and thus to make this important result more easily accessible. The main idea
of the proof is basically Corollary 5.4 (which corresponds to Lemma 2 of [44]), which
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states that the maximum likelihood can be obtained at a corner of the k-dimensional
box [0, 1r ]k . But as we have shown, for an upper bound u <

1
r

on the substitution

probabilities, the approach of assigning probabilities u to those edges on which a most
parsimonious extension g for a given character requires a change and 0 elsewhere, does
not work. This is due to the fact that the maximum of the likelihood function might
occur at a different corner of the box in this case.
Our 4-taxa example employing three character states shows that even if the upper
bound u is arbitrarily close to 1r , we can find a sequence of characters which causes
MP and ML to make conflicting choices. The motivation for our 4-taxa examples was
based on the idea of misleading sequences as defined in Chapter 4. In particular, the
construction idea of the sequences of the present chapter is based on the fact that MP
ignores parsimoniously non-informative characters in any sequence, whereas ML (just
as distance-based methods) does not. We exploited this fact to cause a discrepancy
between MP and ML by taking sufficiently many non-informative characters.
It has been known that there are no binary misleading sequences: If the pairwise
Hamming distances among a set of binary sequences perfectly fit a tree then this tree
is also the perfect phylogeny (see [38], Proposition 7.1.9). But for MP and ML it is
still unknown if under the N2 -model with no common mechanism there is a sequence
of binary characters for which these methods make strictly conflicting choices when the
substitution probabilities are bounded above by u < 1r . Our 5-taxa example, which
uses binary characters only, shows that in this setting there are some MP-trees that are
not ML-trees, but we observed that the ML-trees in our examples are also MP-trees –
which means that the equivalence of MP and ML failed but we did not find an example
for strictly conflicting choices in the binary case.
A particularly surprising aspect of our results regards small substitution probabilities, where MP is normally assumed to be justified in the sense of agreement with
ML (see, e.g., [12]): small substitution probabilities or, more precisely, substitution
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probabilities subject to an upper bound, are one of the settings that make the equivalence fail – however, we also showed that for a sufficiently small choice of the upper
bound, at least every ML-tree is also an MP-tree (but not vice versa). Moreover, although MP has been proven to agree with ML in the Nr -model under the assumption
of no common mechanism (under no further constraints) our examples show that this
equivalence may fail when the model is changed slightly. Therefore, we conclude that
neither the presence nor the absence of a common mechanism alone can justify MP in
the sense of an MP-ML equivalence. More research could be done on other models of
nucleotide substitution in order to analyze conditions under which ML and MP may
give conflicting results. This might highlight even more differences between MP and
ML.

Chapter 6

Sequence Length Bounds
for Resolving a Deep
Phylogenetic Divergence
There is, after all, one true tree of life, the unique pattern of
evolutionary branchings that actually happened. It exists.
Richard Dawkins

When sequence sites evolve independently under a Markov process along the branches
of a tree T , the sequences observed at the tips contain information concerning the underlying tree. This allows for the tree T to be reconstructed accurately from sufficiently
long sequences, which is the basis of modern molecular systematics [12]. The number
of sites required to accurately reconstruct T depends on how long the edges of the tree
are. More precisely, it depends on the expected number of substitutions on each branch
(edge) e of the tree – which we refer to as the branch length of e (this is the product of
the temporal duration of the branch and the substitution rate).
A number of authors (e.g. [6; 21; 35; 43; 46; 47; 49]) have considered various ways
to quantify the phylogenetic signal in aligned DNA sequences, and to estimate the
sequence length required to reconstruct a phylogenetic tree. Most of these studies have
involved simulations or heuristic approaches, although some analytical bounds have also
been obtained [28; 41]. Typically, these bounds state that if an interior branch length
is very short, or if a terminal (external) branch length is long, then a large number of
sites will be required.
In this chapter, we explore these results further by obtaining bounds that are expressed purely in terms of the relative sizes of the branch lengths, not their absolute
values. One motivation for our approach is that different genes are known to evolve at
77
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different rates, so that any particular branch length will depend on which gene is considered; however, the ratios of the branch lengths will be unchanged if the gene-specific
rate applies uniformly across the tree.
A particularly difficult tree reconstruction problem, requiring long sequences to
resolve, arises when one has an interior edge with a short branch length incident with
edges (or subtrees) having large branch lengths. Such a scenario happens, for example,
when speciation events occurred in rapid succession (leading to short branch lengths)
in the distant past (leading to the large branch lengths for the incident edges). Several
examples of this have been highlighted in the literature [23; 33] and include the origin
of metazoa and the origin of photosynthesis.
In this chapter, we analyze a scenario which, although somewhat idealized, nevertheless captures the essence of this problem – a 4-taxa tree, where the terminal edges
have equal branch lengths that are λ > 1 times the branch lengths of the interior edge,
and a simple symmetric model of site evolution (specifically, we assume sites evolve
according to the N2 -model as described earlier).
We provide a mathematical analysis to the question of how many sites are required
to resolve the tree correctly (from the three possible resolved topologies on four taxa).
We are particularly interested in how the growth of the sequence length k required
to reconstruct the true tree with high probability depends on λ, independent of the
absolute value of a particular edge length. We establish that k must grow at the rate λ2 ,
which implies that regardless of how fast (or slow) any particular sequence is evolving,
we can set explicit lower bounds on the length of sequences required to resolve the tree.
We then show that for our setting, the growth in k does not have to be any worse than
this quadratic growth in λ, because an existing method (namely, MP) achieves this
growth rate. This does not imply that MP is the ‘best’ method for tree reconstruction;
we chose it simply because we can analytically calculate tree reconstruction probabilities
for this method. Our results complement an earlier simulation-based analysis [49]. We
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contrast our results by considering a quite different model of site evolution (the infinite
state model) and establishing that order λ growth in k can sometimes suffice for this
model.
We also extend the approach to more general Markov processes on trees, obtaining
exact, but less explicit lower bounds on k and which involve absolute (rather than relative) branch lengths. Our arguments are based on standard techniques from probability
theory, such as a Central Limit approximation, and information-theoretic arguments
based on the properties of the Hellinger distance.

6.1

Preliminaries

Consider an unrooted binary phylogenetic tree on four taxa, say 12|34, with branch
length x for the interior edge e5 and λx for the terminal edges e1 , . . . , e4 , where λ > 1.
This is illustrated in Figure 6.1(a), and the topology of the tree is shown at the top of
Figure 6.1(b). The other two competing topologies (13|24 and 14|23) are also shown
in Figure 6.1(b). Here, branch length refers to the expected number of substitutions
under some continuous time substitution process.
e5

e1

x

e2 e3

e4

1

3

2

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

4

3

λx

1

2

3
(a)

4
(b)

Figure 6.1: (a) The generating tree with interior branch length x and all four terminal branch lengths equal to λx. (b)
This tree has the topology 12|34, while the other two binary topologies are 13|24 and 14|23.
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Suppose that a sequence of binary characters are generated independently and iden-

tically (i.i.d.) under the N2 -model. Although it is the simplest non-trivial Markov
process on a tree, it allows for an exact analysis. Moreover, stochastic results for this
model typically extend to more general finite-state models where an exact analysis is
usually more complex [28], and in Section 6.5 we show how some of our approaches
extend to more general Markov processes.
If we denote the substitution probability on edge ei by P (ei ), then for each terminal
edge we have P (ei ) = 12 (1 − exp(−2λx)) while for the central edge e5 , we have P (e5 ) =
1
(1
2

− exp(−2x)). Let θi = 1 − 2P (ei ) for i = 1, . . . , 5. Then we can express these five

θi -values in terms of θ := e−2x as follows:
θi = θλ for i = 1, . . . , 4; and θ5 = θ.

Now, if we fix x and let λ grow, or, alternatively, if we fix λx and let x tend to
zero, then the sequence length k required to accurately reconstruct the topology of the
generating tree tends to infinity. Informally, this is because under either of the two
limiting situations described, the three trees in Figure 6.1(b) will (in the limit) give
the same probability distribution on site patterns, and so the three trees will describe
any data equally well. This holds for any tree reconstruction method that treats all
three topologies fairly (if, on the other hand, a method has an a priori preference for a
particular topology, it will perform worse on an alternative topology). Moreover, if λx is
fixed, then k grows at the rate

1
x2

as x tends to zero (by Theorem 4.1 of [41]). However,

if we do not fix x or λx in advance, two fundamental questions arise: what is the slowest
rate that k can possibly grow as a function of λ, and does some value of x (dependent
on λ) achieve this rate of growth for a certain tree reconstruction method? We will see
that for the simple scenario described, the answer is that the slowest rate, namely λ2 ,
can be achieved (up to a constant factor), for example by Maximum Parsimony.
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Lower Bounds

The main result of this section is the following theorem.

Theorem 6.1. Suppose k sites evolve i.i.d. under a symmetric 2-state model on some
(unknown) 4-taxa tree that has branch length x on the interior edge and λx on each
terminal edge. Then any method that is able to correctly identify the underlying tree
topology with probability at least 1 − ǫ requires:
k ≥ c ǫ · λ2
for any x, where cǫ = 21 (1 − 32 ǫ)2 .

To establish this result we require some preliminaries. We begin with a general
information-theoretic bound on the number of i.i.d. observations required to reconstruct
a discrete parameter in a general setting.
Suppose one has a finite set A (e.g., the set of all phylogenetic trees on n taxa), and
each element a ∈ A has an associated probability distribution on a finite set U (e.g.,
the set of all site patterns on n taxa). Suppose we have k observations from U that are
generated independently by the same unknown element a ∈ A. Suppose, furthermore,
that some method M estimates the element of A that generated our observations and
does so correctly with probability at least 1 − ǫ (regardless of which element a actually
generated the data). Then we can set a lower bound on k in terms of a stochastic
distance between elements of A.

Definition 6.2 (Hellinger distance). We define the Hellinger distance of two elements
a, a′ ∈ A for a finite set A with associated probability distribution on a finite set U as
follows. If p : U → [0, 1], such that p(u) = pu , and q : U → [0, 1], such that q(u) = qu ,
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denote the probability distributions induced by a and a′ , respectively, then let:
X √
X√
√
d2H (a, a′ ) :=
( pu − qu )2 = 2 1 −
p u qu
u∈U

Note that the latter equality holds as

u∈U

P

u∈U

pu =

P

!

.

(42)

qu = 1.

u∈U

The following result corresponds to Theorem 3.1 and Equation (2.7) in [41].
Lemma 6.3. If there is a subset A′ of A of size m ≥ 2 for which dH (a, a′ ) ≤ d for all
a, a′ ∈ A′ , and some method M correctly identifies each element of A′ with probability
at least 1 − ǫ from k independently generated elements in some set U , then:
m
1
ǫ)2 d−2 .
k ≥ (1 −
4
m−1
In our setting, A will consist of the three binary 4-taxa trees on leaf set {1, 2, 3, 4},
U will consist of the assignment of states to the elements of this leaf set, and m will be
3 (in this chapter) or 2 (in Chapter 6.5).
Let S be the set of possible binary site patterns on {1, 2, 3, 4}. These consist of the
site patterns s1 := ααββ, s2 := αβαβ and s3 := αββα, and five non-informative ones
s4 , . . . , s8 . Note that pairs of complementary site patterns – for example ααββ and
ββαα – are regarded as equivalent. For any site pattern s ∈ S, let ps = P (s|T1 ) (and
qs = P (s|T2 ), respectively) be the probability that the site pattern s is generated on T1
(or T2 , respectively). We can express the probabilities ps1 and ps2 in terms of θ = e−2x
by using the Hadamard representation of [16] (see [38], Section 8.6):

p s1 =

1
· (1 + θ1 θ2 + θ3 θ4 − θ1 θ3 θ5 − θ2 θ3 θ5 − θ1 θ4 θ5 − θ2 θ4 θ5 + θ1 θ2 θ3 θ4 ) ,
8

p s2 =

1
· (1 − θ1 θ2 − θ3 θ4 + θ1 θ3 θ5 − θ2 θ3 θ5 − θ1 θ4 θ5 + θ2 θ4 θ5 + θ1 θ2 θ3 θ4 ) .
8
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So here, we have:

p s1 =


1
· 1 + 2 · θ2λ − 4 · θ2λ+1 + θ4λ ,
8

(43)

and
p s2 =

 1
2
1
· 1 − 2 · θ2λ + θ4λ =
1 − θ2λ .
8
8

(44)

To obtain an upper bound on the Hellinger distance, we require a further technical
lemma.
Lemma 6.4. Let γ > 1 and let h(x) =

xγ (1−x)
.
(1−xγ )

Then the supremum of h(x) for x in

the half-open interval [0, 1) equals γ1 .

Proof. Since γ > 1, it can be checked that h′ (x) > 0 for all x in (0, 1), and so
supx∈[0,1) h(x) = limx↑1 h(x). By L’Hôpital’s rule, we have limx↑1 h(x) = γ1 .

We are now in a position to prove the theorem.

Proof of Theorem 6.1. If any method has a probability of at least 1 − ǫ of correctly
reconstructing each of the three binary trees on four taxa from i.i.d. sequences of
length k then, by Lemma 6.3 with m = 3 we have:
(1 − 23 ǫ)2 −2
k≥
· dH ,
4

(45)

where dH is the maximum Hellinger distance between any two of the three trees. Now,
if each of the three trees has the x, λx combination of branch lengths (for interior and
pending branches, respectively) then, by symmetry, all three of these pairwise Hellinger
distances are equal. Moreover, we claim that:
2
d−2
H ≥ 2λ ,

(46)
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which together with (45) requires k ≥ cǫ λ2 for cǫ = 12 (1 − 23 ǫ)2 . Thus, it remains to
establish (46).
Wlog. T1 = 12|34 and T2 = 13|24. Now, for all i = 3, . . . , 8, we have psi = qsi .
Furthermore, ps1 = qs2 and ps2 = qs1 as the given trees are identical except for their
leaf labeling. Consequently, Equation (42) can be simplified as follows:

d2H (T1 , T2 ) = 2 1 −

8
X
√

p si q si

i=1

!

=2 1−

8
X
i=3

√
p si − 2 p s1 p s2


√
= 2 1 − (1 − ps1 − ps2 ) − 2 ps1 ps2 ,

√
= 2 p s1 + p s2 − 2 p s1 p s2 .

!

,

(47)
(48)
(49)

Let δ = 12 θ2λ (1 − θ). Then ps1 = ps2 + δ, and so Equation (49) can be re-written as:
δ
1+
−
2ps2

d2H (T1 , T2 ) = 4ps2
Applying the inequality

√

1+y ≥1+

d2H (T1 , T2 )

y
2

−

y2
,
4

s

δ
1+
p s2

!

.

for any y > 0, to y =

(50)

δ
p s2

in (50), gives:

 2λ
2
θ (1 − θ)
1
δ2
=2
≤ 2,
≤
2λ
p s2
1−θ
2λ

where the last inequality follows by invoking Lemma 6.4 with γ = 2λ, x = θ. This
establishes (46) and thereby completes the proof of the theorem.

6.3

An Upper bound: The Performance of Maximum Parsimony

We now show that the lower bound described above is essentially ‘best possible’ (up to
a constant factor) for the given model, as it can be achieved for a certain choice of x
by a simple tree reconstruction method, namely Maximum Parsimony.
The probability that MP correctly reconstructs the true tree 12|34 will be called
the MP reconstruction probability. Let f (ǫ) denote the one-sided ǫ-critical value for the
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standard normal distribution, defined by:

f (ǫ) = z ⇔

Zz

−∞

1
2
√ e−t /2 dt = ǫ.
2π

2
√1 e−t /2
2π

0.4

0.3

0.2

1−ǫ

0.1

ǫ
0

− µσkk

0

Figure 6.2: The probability density function of the Standard Normal Distribution. The shaded area shows the
reconstruction probability.

Theorem 6.5. Suppose k sites evolve i.i.d. under a symmetric 2-state model on some
(unknown) 4-taxa tree that has branch length x on the interior edge and λx on each
terminal edge. Then for a sequence c′λ with limλ→∞ c′λ = 4e2 , the following holds: If
k ≥ c′λ f ( 2ǫ )2 · λ2 , an interior branch length x exists for which the MP reconstruction
probability is at least 1 − ǫ.

In order to prove this theorem, some preliminary work is required. Suppose we
generate a sequence C of k i.i.d. sites under the symmetric 2-state model. Define the
random variables Xi and Yk as follows. Let:




1,
if ith character in C is of the kind (α, α, β, β);




Xi = −1, if ith character in C is of the kind (α, β, α, β);






0,
else.
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and let:
Yk =

k
X

Xi .

(51)

i=1

The probability that MP will favor the tree 12|34 over 13|24 is then P (Yk > 0). We will
exploit the fact that the random variables Xi are i.i.d., and so Yk can be approximated
for large k by a normal distribution with a mean µk and a standard deviation σk . These
two parameters can be easily described (just) in terms of θ, λ and k as follows.
Lemma 6.6.

1. µk = k · [P (X1 = 1) − P (X1 = −1)]


2. σk2 = k · P (X1 = 1) + P (X1 = −1) − [P (X1 = 1) − P (X1 = −1)]2
Proof.

1. µk = E(Yk ) = E



k
P

Xi

i=1



add.

=

k
P

i=1

i.i.d.

E(Xi ) = k · E(X1 ) =

k·[P (X1 = 1) · 1 + P (X1 = −1) · (−1) + P (X1 = 0) · 0] = k·[P (X1 = 1) − P (X1 = −1)]
2.

σk2

= V ar(Yk ) = V ar



k
P

Xi



i.i.d.

=

k
P

i.i.d.

V ar(Xi ) = k · V ar(X1 ) =

i=1
i=1


k· (1 − E(X1 ))2 · P (X1 = 1) + (−1 − E(X1 ))2 · P (X1 = −1) + (0 − E(X1 ))2 · P (X1 = 0)
h
i
= k · P (X1 = 1) + P (X1 = −1) − [P (X1 = 1) − P (X1 = −1)]2

Using this lemma, we can establish the following.
Lemma 6.7.

1. µk = k · 21 θ2λ (1 − θ).
2. σk2 = k · 14 (1 + 2θ4λ+1 − 2θ2λ+1 − θ4λ+2 ).
3.

µk
σk

≥

√

k · θ2λ (1 − θ).
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Proof. In the N2 -model and the generating tree in Figure 6.1(a), we have:

P (X1 = 1) = ps1 , and P (X1 = −1) = ps2 ,
where ps1 , ps2 were given above in Equations (43) and (44), respectively. Parts (1)
and (2) of the lemma now follow by substitution of the expressions for ps1 , ps2 into the
formulas given by Lemma 6.6(1) and (2), respectively. For Part (3), note that Parts
(1) and (2) imply that
µk √ Nθ
= k·
σk
Dθ
where Nθ = θ2λ (1 − θ); Dθ =

√

(52)

1 + 2θ4λ+1 − 2θ2λ+1 − θ4λ+2 . We now show that Dθ ≤ 1.

We have 1 + 0.5θ2λ+1 ≥ θ2λ and so 2θ2λ+1 (1 − θ2λ + 0.5θ2λ+1 ) ≥ 0. Consequently
1 − 2θ2λ+1 (1 − θ2λ + 0.5θ2λ+1 ) ≤ 1, which implies that Dθ2 ≤ 1. Part (3) now follows
from (52) by the inequality Dθ ≤ 1.
Proof of Theorem 6.5. Note that the MP reconstruction probability is the probability
that MP will favor the true tree 12|34 over both alternative trees on four taxa, namely
13|24 and 14|23. Recall that the event of the tree 12|34 being favored over 13|24 can be
expressed as P (Yk > 0). The event of 12|34 being favored over 14|23 can be expressed
similarly by defining the random variables X̃i and Ỹk which are analogous to Xi and
Yk , using the character (α, β, β, α) instead of (α, β, α, β). Then, the MP reconstruction


probability can be written as P (Yk > 0) ∩ (Ỹk > 0) . Let:
Zk =

Yk − µk
.
σk

Thus, Zk is the normalized difference of the parsimony score between tree 13|24 and
12|34 for a k i.i.d. characters generated by the tree in Figure 6.1(a). By Lemma 6.7(3)
we have
P (Yk ≤ 0) = P (Zk ≤ −



√
µk
) ≤ P Zk ≤ − kθ2λ (1 − θ) .
σk

(53)

Now, by symmetry of the branch length of the generating tree in Figure 6.1(a), we have
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P (Yk ≤ 0) = P (Ỹk ≤ 0). Moreover, by Boole’s inequality:


P (Yk > 0) ∩ (Ỹk > 0) ≥ 1 − P (Yk ≤ 0) − P (Ỹk ≤ 0),
which, combined with (55), furnishes the following inequality for the MP reconstruction
probability:


√
P (Yk > 0) ∩ (Ỹk > 0) ≥ 1 − 2P (Yk ≤ 0) ≥ 1 − 2P (Zk ≤ − kθ2λ (1 − θ)).

(54)

1
Now, θ2λ ·(1−θ) has a unique local maximum in [0, 1], namely at θ′ := 1− 2λ+1
, at which
2λ
λ
1
· (1+2λ)
→ 12 e−1 as λ → ∞. Moreover,
it takes the value αλλ , where αλ = 1 − 1+2λ

the difference between the distribution of Zk and a standard normal distribution tends
uniformly to zero as λ (and hence k) grows. This follows by applying standard bounds
on the Central Limit Theorem approximation (see, for example, [51]; one cannot directly
apply the usual form of the central limit theorem as the distribution of the Xi ’s is
√
changing with increasing λ). Thus we have P (Zk ≤ − k αλλ ) ≤ 2ǫ provided that k
grows at the rate c′λ λ2 f ( 2ǫ )2 for a sequence c′λ → 4e2 as λ → ∞.
In summary, by (54), a value for θ exists, namely θ′ = 1 −
for P (e5 ) =

1
(1
2

− θ′ ) =

1
2(1+2λ)

∼

1
4λ

1
,
1+2λ

and thus a value

also exists, for which the MP reconstruction

probability is at least 1 − ǫ. This completes the proof.

Interestingly, the optimal choice of x of (approximately)

1
4λ

for MP has already been

observed in a slightly different setting by Townsend in [43].
Note that while Theorem 6.1 provides a general lower bound for any tree reconstruction method, such a bound can be established for MP independently. We present
this result in the following proposition.
Proposition 6.8. Suppose k sites evolve i.i.d. under the N2 -model on some (unknown)
4-taxa tree that has branch length x on the interior edge and λx on each terminal edge.
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Then, in order to correctly identify the underlying tree topology with probability at least
1 − ǫ, Maximum Parsimony requires
k ≥ f (ǫ)2 · λ2
for any x, where f (ǫ) is the one-sided ǫ-critical value of the standard normal distribution.

Proof. By definition of f (ǫ) and with µk and σk as in Equation (52), we have
Nθ2
µ2k
k · 2 = 2 ≥ f (ǫ)2 ⇔ P (Yk > 0) = P
Dθ
σk



µk
Yk − µk
≥−
σk
σk



≥ 1 − ǫ.

(55)



Let the reconstruction probability P (Yk ≥ 0) ∩ (Ỹk ≥ 0) ≥ 1 − ǫ.


Since P (Yk ≥ 0) ∩ (Ỹk ≥ 0) ≤ P (Yk > 0) by definition, this implies
P (Yk > 0) ≥ 1 − ǫ. Using Equation (55), this leads to k ·

Nθ2
Dθ2

≥ f (ǫ)2 . Furthermore,

1 ≥ Dθ2 ≥ (1 − θ2λ )2 . In order to establish the last inequality, we need to examine Dθ2 :
Dθ2 ≥ (1 − θ2λ )2
⇔ 2θ4λ+1 − 2θ2λ+1 − θ4λ+2 ≥ −2θ2λ + θ4λ
⇔ 2θ2λ+1 − 2θ − θ2λ+1 ≥ −2 + θ2λ
⇔ 2 ≥ 2θ + θ2λ (1 − θ)2
Note that we defined θ = θ5 = 1 − 2P (e5 ), where P (e5 ) is the substitution probability
of the interior edge e5 , and thus 0 ≤ P (e5 ) ≤ 1. Substituting θ accordingly leads to:
⇔ 2 ≥ 2(1 − 2P (e5 )) + (1 − 2P (e5 ))2λ (2P (e5 ))2
⇔ 4P (e5 ) ≥ (2P (e5 ))2 (1 − 2P (e5 ))2λ
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⇔ 2 ≥ 2 P (e5 ) (1 − 2P (e5 ))2λ
{z
}
| {z } |
≤1

≤1

Since the last inequality obviously holds, this gives 1 ≥ Dθ2 ≥ (1 − θ2λ )2 .
Now let λ̂ := ⌊λ⌋, i.e. λ̂ = λ if λ is an integer, else λ̂ is the largest integer smaller
than λ. Note that then by definition λ < λ̂ + 1 ≤ 2λ̂ for λ > 1. Then,
Nθ2
⇒ f (ǫ)2 ≤ k ·
=k·
(1 − θ2λ )2



θ2λ (1 − θ)
1 − θ2λ

2

≤k·

θ2λ̂ (1 − θ)
1 − θ2λ̂

!2

2



2


 θ2λ̂
2λ̂
θ
1




·
=k·
 ≤k·
2
λ̂−1
λ̂
1 + θ 1 + θ + θ + . . . + θ 
λ̂
2
λ̂−1
2θ · 1 + θ + θ + . . . + θ
| {z }
>2θλ̂



=k·



2

λ̂

θ
 = k ·  

2
λ̂−1
2 · 1 + θ + θ + ... + θ
2 · θ1λ̂ +
≤k·



1

2λ̂

2

≤k·

1
λ2

1
1
θλ̂−1

+

1
θλ̂−2

+ ... +

1
θ

2



⇒ k ≥ f (ǫ)2 λ2 .

Regarding Theorem 6.5 and Proposition 6.8, other tree reconstruction methods have
a similar performance to MP when k grows at the rate λ2 . Indeed it is possible that such
methods will require shorter sequences and have better statistical properties on trees
with different tree shapes. This is due to the fact that MP is statistically inconsistent
under some combinations of branch lengths (but these lie outside those considered in
the scenario of Figure 6.1). We have chosen to consider MP here, because the analysis
is relatively straightforward and it suffices to prove the matching lower bound of λ2 .
To conclude this chapter, we now show that one can also derive a form of Proposition
6.8 using Azuma’s inequality [1] in a slightly modified form as introduced by McDiarmid
[26].
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Theorem 6.9 (McDiarmid, 1989). Let X1 , . . . , Xk be independent random variables
taking values in a set A, and assume that f : Ak → R satisfies
|f (x1 , . . . , xi , . . . , xk ) − f (x1 , . . . , x′i , . . . , xk )| < c
for some constant c and for all x1 , . . . , xk , x′i ∈ A. Let Y be the random variable
f (X1 , . . . , Xk ). Then for any t > 0, the following inequality holds:
t2

P (Y − E(Y ) < −t) < e−2 kc2 .
Corollary 6.10. Suppose k sites evolve i.i.d. under the N2 -model on some (unknown)
4-taxa tree that has branch length x on the interior edge and λx on each terminal edge.
Then, in order to correctly identify the underlying tree topology with probability at least
1 − ǫ, Maximum Parsimony requires for any x that
 
1
λ2 .
k ≥ 32e ln
ǫ
2

Proof. Let X1 , . . . , Xk and Yk be as defined in Equation (51). Let Y := Yk and Yk′ :=
k
P
Xj − Xi + Xi′ for some i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. This means that Yk and Yk′ differ only by
j=1

one summand. Then, as Xi′ ∈ {−1, 0, 1} by definition, we note that |Yi − Yi′ | ≤ 2.

Therefore, we can set c := 2 and apply Theorem 6.9. Thus, P (Yk < 0) ⇔ P (Y − µk <
−2

−µk ) < e

µ2
k
kc2

. By Lemma 6.7, we get e

−2

µ2
k
22 k

= e−k

probability to be at least 1 − ǫ, we now require e−k

θ 4λ (1−θ)2
8

θ 4λ (1−θ)2
8

. For the reconstruction

≤ ǫ and thus


 
8 ln 1ǫ
1
8 ln( 1ǫ )
k ≥ 4λ
≥ 
λ2 .
4λ 
2 ≥ 32 ln
2
θ (1 − θ)
ǫ
1
1
1−
1 + 2λ
1 + 2λ
{z
}|
{z
}
|
2
≤1
≤( 1 )
2λ
This completes the proof.

Note that as λ → ∞, the denominator in the boxed fraction goes to

1
,
4e2 λ2

which
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gives k ≥ 32e2 ln

1
ǫ



λ2 . So in the limit, the term in place of c′λ is larger by a factor

of 8 than suggested by the Central Limit Theorem, but the advantage of the Azuma
approach as opposed to the CLT is that it is non-asymptotic and therefore valid for
any given finite k.

6.4

The Performance of MP under the Random Cluster Model

We now consider Markov processes in which the state space is countably infinite, and
where a substitution is always to a new state. In particular, we consider the following
random process on a phylogenetic tree T . For each edge e ∈ E(T ), let a map p : e 7→
p(e), where p(e) denotes a probability, be given (and let all p(e)’s be independent). Then
cut this edge with probability p(e) (or leave it intact with probability 1 − p(e)). The
resulting disconnected graph partitions the vertex set V (T ) into non-empty components
according to the equivalence relation that u ∼ v if u and v are in the same component.
This process thus generates random partitions of V (T ), and thereby of X. We call
the resulting probability distribution on partitions of X the random cluster model for
homoplasy-free evolution with parameters (T , p). For more information on this model,
the reader is referred to [27].
For the random cluster model, the situation regarding sequence length requirements
is quite different from that of the N2 -model described in the previous chapter. In this
case, the required sequence length need only grow at the rate λ (not λ2 ), as the following
result shows.
Proposition 6.11. Suppose k sites evolve i.i.d. under a random cluster model on some
(unknown) 4-taxa tree that has branch length x on the interior edge and λx on each
terminal edge. Then, for a constant Cǫ′ which depends just on ǫ, the following holds: If
k ≥ Cǫ′ · λ, then an x exists for which the MP reconstruction probability is at least 1 − ǫ.
Proof. In the random cluster model, the probability of a substitution event on an edge e
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can be written as P (e) = 1 − exp(−l) where l is the expected number of changes on the
edge (the branch length). Now, the random cluster model generates only characters
that are homoplasy-free on the generating tree; thus MP will return the generating
tree from a sequence of characters, provided this tree is the only one on which those
characters are homoplasy-free. For a tree with topology 12|34, this will occur precisely
if at least one of the k characters generated assigns taxa 1, 2 a shared state, and taxa
3, 4 a second shared state that is different to that assigned to 1, 2. The probability Q
that any given character generated by the tree in Figure 6.1(a) has this property is
given by:
Q = P (e5 )

4
Y
i=1

Moreover, if k ≥

log( 1ǫ )
Q

(1 − P (ei )) = (1 − e−x )e−4λx .

then 1−(1−Q)k ≥ 1−ǫ (using the inequality − log(1−Q) ≥ Q).

Consequently, MP will correctly reconstruct the generating tree with probability at least
1 − ǫ provided that:
k ≥ log(ǫ−1 ) · (1 − e−x )−1 e4λx .
Taking x =

1
4λ

(56)

we have (1 − e−x )−1 e4λx ∼ 4eλ, which, in view of Equation (56),

establishes the result.

6.5

Lower Bounds for More General Models

In this chapter we derive a lower bound on the sequence length required for tree reconstruction, for a much wider range of Markov processes. However, unlike the previous
chapters our bound is expressed in terms of the absolute branch lengths (or bounds
on these) rather than in terms of ratios, and it involves constants that depend on the
details of the model.
We first derive a general lemma. Consider any continuous-time, stationary and
reversible Markov process. Let S denote its state space (thus, in previous sections
S = {α, β}), and let S = S 4 . Let T1 and T2 be two topologically distinct 4-taxa trees.
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Suppose that the branch lengths of T1 are arbitrary, and that each edge of T2 has the
corresponding interior or pendant branch length specified by T1 (where the pendant edge
incident with leaf i in T1 corresponds to the pendant edge incident with leaf i in T2 ).
For s = (s1 , s2 , s3 , s4 ) ∈ S, let ps (respectively qs ) denote the probability of generating
s at the tips of T1 (respectively T2 ). Let p′s (respectively qs′ ) denote the conditional
probability of generating s at the tips of T1 (respectively T2 ) given that a substitution
has occurred on the central edge of T1 (respectively T2 ), and let Ds := qs′ − p′s . Then
we have the following result.

Lemma 6.12.
d2H (T1 , T2 ) ≤ l2 ·

X D2
s

s∈S

ps

where l denotes the branch length of the interior edge of T1 .

Proof. Let τ denote the probability that a substitution occurs on the interior edge
of T1 , and let p0s (respectively qs0 ) denote the conditional probability of generating s
on T1 (respectively T2 ) given that no substitution occurs on the interior edge of T1
(respectively T2 ). By the law of total probability we have:
ps = (1 − τ ) · p0s + τ · p′s
and
qs = (1 − τ ) · qs0 + τ · qs′ .
Moreover, the assumptions on the correspondence between branch lengths of T1 and T2
imply that p0s = qs0 for all s ∈ S and so:
qs − ps = τ (qs′ − p′s ) = τ Ds .
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Now,
X√
X
d2H (T1 , T2 ) = 2(1 −
p s qs ) = 2 1 −
ps
s∈S

Applying the inequality

√

s∈S

s

τ Ds
1+
ps

2

1 + y ≥ 1 + y2 − y2 (for all y ≥ −1) to y =

!

τ Ds
ps

.

(and observing

that y ≥ −1 since qs ≥ 0), we obtain:
d2H (T1 , T2 ) ≤ 2 1 −
Now,

P

s

ps = 1, and

reduces to:

P

s

X

Ds = 0 (since

ps

s

P



′
s qs

Ds
D2
1+τ
− τ2 s
2ps
2ps

=

d2H (T1 , T2 ) ≤ τ 2 ·

P

s

.

p′s = 1) and so this last inequality

X D2
s

s∈S

!

ps

.

(57)

Furthermore, τ = P (N > 0), where N is the number of substitutions occurring on the
interior edge of T1 . However, P (N > 0) ≤ E(N ); that is, τ ≤ l, which, together with
(57), provides the inequality stated in the lemma.

We now apply this lemma to a slightly more restricted class of Markov processes to
obtain the main result of this section.

Theorem 6.13. Suppose k sites evolve i.i.d. under a finite-state, stationary and reversible continuous-time Markov process in which each state is accessible from any other
state. Let l0 be any strictly positive value. Consider this process on some (unknown)
4-taxa tree that has branch length at most l on the interior edge and at least L ≥ l0 on
each terminal edge. Then any method that is able to correctly identify with probability
at least 1 − ǫ the underlying tree topology given these restriction requires:
k≥

ecL
C
(1 − 2ǫ)2 · 2
4
l

where c and C are positive constants that depend only on R (the rate matrix for the
process) and l0 .
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Proof. We exploit the fact that any Markov process of the type described converges to
its unique stationary distribution at an exponential rate (see, for example, Theorem
8.3 of [34]). Let π(s) denote the stationary probability of s under the model. For
j = 1, . . . , 4, let p(j) ∈ {u, v} be the end of the interior edge uv of T1 that is adjacent
to leaf j (we may assume p(1) = p(2) = u; p(3) = p(4) = v), and let Sp(j) denote the
random state present at that vertex under the model. Then for any sj , s′j ∈ S there
exist positive constants A, a (dependent on R) for which:
|P (Sj = sj |Sp(j) = s′j ) − π(sj )| ≤ Ae−aLj

(58)

([34], Theorem 8.3), where Lj denotes the branch length of the edge incident with leaf
j. For s = (s1 , s2 , s3 , s4 ) ∈ S = S 4 , let
πs =

4
Y

π(sj ).

j=1

For s′ s′′ ∈ S let p′ (s′ , s′′ ) denote the probability of generating state s′ at u and the state
s′′ at v given that at least one substitution occurs on the edge uv. Then, by the Markov
assumption, and recalling the definition of p′s from Lemma 6.12, we have:
p′s =

X

(s′ ,s′′ )∈S 2

p′ (s′ , s′′ ) ·

2
Y
j=1

P (Sj = sj |Su = s′ ) ·

4
Y
j=3

P (Sj = sj |Sv = s′′ ).

(59)

Combining (58) and (59), there exist positive constants B, b (dependent only on R)
such that:
|p′s − πs | ≤ Be−bL

(60)

for all s ∈ S (recall that L ≤ Lj for all j). Now, consider tree T2 which has branch
lengths that correspond to those in T1 (as in Lemma 6.12). Then we also have:
|qs′ − πs | ≤ Be−bL

(61)
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for all s ∈ S. Combining (60) and (61) using the triangle inequality gives:
|Ds | = |qs − ps | ≤ 2Be−bL .

(62)

Moreover, since Lj ≥ l0 (for all j) and each state is accessible from any other state, we
have ps ≥ δ (for some δ > 0 dependent only on R and l0 ). Combining this with (62)
gives the following inequality, for all s ∈ S:
Ds2
≤ (4B 2 /δ)e−2bL .
ps

(63)

The theorem now follows from Lemma 6.12 and Lemma 6.3 (with m = 2).

6.6

Interpretation

In this chapter we have provided precise results for a specific and simple model (the N2 model), along with less explicit results for more general Markov processes (and phrased
in terms of absolute rather than relative branch lengths). The aim was to determine
rigorous bounds on the sequence length required for resolving a deep divergence, which
may shed light on debates as to whether some early radiations might be fundamentally
unresolvable on the basis of current models and data.
Of course, in applications, other phenomena (such as lineage sorting, sequencing
errors, substitution model mis-specification, misalignment of sequences and alignment
artifacts [32] and so forth) may further impede phylogenetic reconstruction. These
errors are unlikely to help the tree reconstruction if our bound shows it is impossible
even when the ideal model assumptions hold. We have seen that some models require
significantly fewer characters for resolving a tree – in particular this holds for the random
cluster model, and it is possible that new types of genomic data (involving rare genomic
events where homoplasy is unlikely) can be described by these and related processes
that preserve more phylogenetic signal regarding distant evolutionary divergences.
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One limitation concerning our bounds is that they apply to pure Markov processes,

in which each character evolves according to the same process. In molecular biology, a
common assumption is that there is a distribution of rates across sites, in which each
site evolves at a rate (selected independently from some fixed distribution) that acts
as a multiplier for all the branch lengths in the tree (see e.g. [12; 38]). It would be
interesting to extend the analysis in the last section to these models to obtain a lower
bound on k analogous to Theorem 6.13.

Chapter 7

Expected Anomalies
in the Fossil Record
Why has not anyone seen that fossils alone gave birth to a theory about the formation of the earth, that without them, no one
would have ever dreamed that there were successive epochs in the
formation of the globe?
Georges Cuvier

Since Darwin’s book On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection, or the
Preservation of Favoured Races in the Struggle for Life [7], there has been much debate
about the evidence for continuous evolution from a universal common ancestor. Initially,
Darwin only assumed the relatedness of the majority of species, not of all of them.
Later, however, he came to the view that because of the similarities of all existing
species, there could only be one ‘root’ and one ‘tree of life’ [39]. All species have
descended from this common ancestor and indications for their gradual evolution have
been sought in the fossil record ever since. Usually, the improbability of fossilization
or of finding existing fossils was put forward as the standard answer to the question of
why there are so many ‘gaps’ in the fossil record. Such gaps have become popularly
referred to as ‘missing links’, i.e., missing intermediates between taxa existing either
today or as fossils.
Of course, the existence of gaps is in some sense inevitable: every new link gives
rise to two new gaps, since evolution is generally a continuous process whereas fossil
discovery will always remain discontinuous. Moreover, a patchy fossil record is not
necessarily evidence against evolution from a common ancestor through a continuous
series of intermediates – indeed, in a recent approach, Elliott Sober applied simple
probabilistic arguments to conclude that the existence of some intermediates provides
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a stronger support for evolution than the non-existence of any (or some) intermediates
could ever provide for a hypothesis of separate ancestry [39]. Moreover, some lineages
appear to be densely sampled, whereas of others only few fossiliferous horizons are
known [37]. This problem has been well investigated and statistical models have been
developed to master it (see e.g. [25], [24]), [42]).
In this chapter, we suggest a further argument that may help explain missing links
in the fossil record. Suppose that three fossils can be dated back to three different times.
Can we really expect that a fossil from the intermediate time will appear (morphologically) to be an ‘intermediate’ of the other two fossils? We will explore this question via
a simple stochastic model.
In order to develop this model, we first state some assumptions: firstly, we will
consider that we are sampling fossil taxa of closely related organisms and which differ
in a number of morphological characteristics. We assume this group of taxa has evolved
in a ‘treelike’ fashion from some common ancestor; that is, there is an underlying
phylogenetic tree, and the taxa are randomly sampled from points on the branches of
this tree for given times. It is also necessary to say how morphological divergence might
be related to time, as this is important for deciding whether a taxon is an intermediate
or not. We will introduce two different interpretations for the degree of morphological
divergence: in Chapter 7.2, we assume that fossils connected by short paths in the
underlying phylogenetic tree are closely related, whereas fossils connected by a longer
path are not as closely related. In Chapter 7.3, we will explain a biological drawback of
this approach and analyze a more cladistic setting to overcome this problem. We will
show, however, that for both approaches the main result does not change; namely, that
it is possible that fossils from an intermediate time can, for certain trees and times,
be expected to be less related to the first and the last sample than the latter two to
one another. This surprising and counterintuitive result may help explain some of the
‘gaps’ in the fossil record.

Expected Anomalies in the Fossil Record

7.1
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Preliminaries

For both approaches, we need the following preliminaries. We begin with some notation.
Throughout this chapter, we assume a rooted binary phylogenetic tree to be given with
an associated time scale 0 < T1 < T2 < T3 . The number of Ti -lineages (of lineages
extant at time Ti ) is denoted by ni . For instance, in Figure 7.1, the number n1 of
T1 -lineages is 3, whereas the numbers n2 and n3 of T2 - and T3 -lineages are both 5. If
not stated otherwise, extinction may occur in the tree. Every bifurcation in the tree is
denoted by bi , where b0 is the root. Note that in a tree without extinction, the total
number of bifurcations up to time T3 (including the root) is n3 − 1. For every bi let ti
denote the time of the occurrence of bifurcation bi . We may assume that the root is at
time t0 = 0.
Now, for every bi , we make the following definitions:
Pij,k := nlj,i · nrk,i + nrj,i · nlk,i

for all

j, k ∈ {1, 2, 3}, j 6= k

where nlj,i denotes the number of descendants the subtree with root bi has at time Tj
to the left of its root bi , and nrj,i is defined analogously for the descendants on the right
hand side of bi .
It can be seen that bifurcations for which at least one branch of offspring dies out
in the same interval where the bifurcation lies always have Pij,k -value 0. This means, if
either t0 < ti < T1 or T1 < ti < T2 or T2 < ti < T3 and one of bi ’s branches becomes
extinct in the same interval, respectively, then Pij,k is 0 for all j, k. If one regards
the species present at times Ti , i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, as vertices, the number Pij,k denotes the
number of different paths in the tree from species present at time Tj to those present at
time Tk in the subtree with root bi (and in which, according to the common definition
of ‘path’ in graph theory, no edge is taken twice). This is illustrated in Figure 7.1 and
in the following example.
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t0
Figure 7.1: A rooted binary phylogenetic tree with three times T1 , T2 , T3 at which taxa have been sampled. The dotted
branches refer to taxa that do not contribute to the expected distances from one of these times to another and thus are
not taken into account. On the other hand, bifurcation b2 at time t2 shows that extinction may have an impact on the
expected values. Such branches have to be considered.

Example 7.1. Consider the tree given in Figure 7.1. Here, the paths using root
b1 (corresponding to time t1 ) to connect species from time T1 with species of time
T2 are (x1 , b1 , x2 , b3 , y4 ), (x1 , b1 , x2 , b3 , y5 ) and (x2 , b1 , x1 , y3 ). We get P11,2 = nl1,1 ·
nr2,1 + nr1,1 · nl2,1 = 1 · 2 + 1 · 1 = 3, which equals the number of paths.

Simi-

larly, the paths along root b1 connecting species from time T1 with those of time T3
are (x1 , b1 , x2 , b3 , y4 , z3 ), (x1 , b1 , x2 , b3 , y5 , z4 ), (x1 , b1 , x2 , b3 , y5 , z5 ) and (x2 , b1 , x1 , y3 , z2 ),
and accordingly we have P11,3 = 1 · 3 + 1 · 1 = 4. Similarly, the paths along b1
connecting species from times T2 with those of time T3 are (y3 , x1 , b1 , x2 , b3 , y4 , z3 ),
(y3 , x1 , b1 , x2 , b3 , y5 , z4 ), (y3 , x1 , b1 , x2 , b3 , y5 , z5 ), (y4 , b3 , x2 , b1 , x1 , y3 , z2 ) and (y5 , b3 , x2 , b1 ,
x1 , y3 , z2 ), and we get P12,3 = 1 · 3 + 2 · 1 = 5.

Note that if Pij,k is 0, there is a branch descending from bi which does not contribute
to the expected distance from one time to another (cf. Figure 7.1). We can therefore
assume without loss of generality that all bifurcations bi have at least one descendant
on their left-hand side and at least one on their right-hand side, each in at least one of
the times T1 , T2 , T3 . This means nlj,i > 0 and nrk,i > 0 for at least one j ∈ {1, 2, 3} and
at least one k ∈ {1, 2, 3}. In Figure 7.1, branches that therefore need not be considered
are represented with dotted lines.
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An Approach based on Evolutionary History

In this chapter, we make the additional simplifying assumption that, within the limited
group of taxa under consideration (and over the limited time period being considered),
the expected degree of morphological divergence between two taxa is proportional to
the total amount of evolutionary history separating those two taxa. This evolutionary
history is simply the time obtained by adding together the two time periods from the
most recent common ancestor of the two taxa until the times from which each was
sampled (in the case where one taxon is ancestral to the other, this is simply the time
between the two samples). This assumption on morphological diversity would be valid
(in expectation) if we view morphological distance as being proportional to the number
of discrete characters that two species differ on, provided that two conditions hold: (i)
each character has a constant rate of character state change (substitution) over the
time T represented by the tree (i.e., the height of the tree), and (ii) T is short enough
that the probability of a reverse or convergent change at any given character is low.
We require these conditions to hold in the proofs of the following results.

T3

time

T2

T2

T1

time

T3

T1

Figure 7.2: When the tree consists of only one lineage from which samples are taken at times T1 , T2 and
T3 , then clearly the distance d1,3 is always larger than
d1,2 and d2,3 . Consequently, E1,3 > max{E1,2 , E2,3 }.

Figure 7.3: For samples taken from different lineages of a
tree, the distance d1,3 of one particular sample from time T1
to the one of T3 can be smaller than the distance of either
of them to the sample taken at time T2 . Yet in expectation we always have E1,3 > max{E1,2 , E2,3 } for two-branch
trees. For more complex trees this can fail as we show in
Example 7.7.

The simplest scenario is the case where the samples from the three different times
all lie on the same lineage, so that the evolutionary tree can be regarded as a path
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(cf. Figure 7.2). In this case, the path distance (and hence expected morphological
distance) between the outer two fossils is always larger than the distance that either
of them has from the fossil sampled from an intermediate time. But for samples that
straddle bifurcations in a tree, it is quite easy to imagine how this intermediacy could
fail; for example, if the two outer taxa lie on one branch of the tree and the fossil from
the intermediate time lies on another branch far away (cf. Figure 7.3). But this example
might be unlikely to occur, and indeed we will see that if sampling is uniform across the
tree at any given time, in expectation the morphological distances remain intermediate
even for this case (cf. Figure 7.3). Yet for more complex trees, this expected outcome
can fail, and perhaps most surprisingly, the distance between the earliest and latest
sample can, in expectation, be the smallest of the three distances in certain extreme
cases.
Thus, in order to make general statements, we will consider the expected degree
of relatedness of fossils sampled randomly from given times. Our results will depend
solely on the tree shape (including branch lengths) of the underlying tree and the chosen
times.
In the sampling, select uniformly at random one of the Ti -lineages as well as one of
the Tj -lineages to get the expected length Ei,j of the path connecting a lineage at time
Ti with one at time Tj in the underlying phylogenetic tree. Then, the expectation that a
fossil from the intermediate time T2 also will be an intermediate taxon of two taxa taken
from T1 and T3 , respectively, refers to the assumption that E1,3 > max{E1,2 , E2,3 }. We
will show in the following lemma that this last inequality can fail and describe the
precise condition for this to occur. Moreover, we later show that E1,3 can be strictly
smaller (!) than both E1,2 and E2,3 - that is the temporally most distant samples can,
on average, be more similar than the temporally intermediate sample is to either of the
two.
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In order to simplify the statement of our results, for all bifurcations bi set
Qj,k
i :=

2 · Pij,k
nj nk

for all

j, k ∈ {1, 2, 3}, j 6= k.

We are now in the position to state the first lemma.
Lemma 7.2. Given a rooted binary phylogenetic tree with times 0 < T1 < T2 < T3 and
the root at time t0 = 0. Then, E1,3 ≤ E1,2 if and only if

T3 − T2 ≤

P

i:0<ti <T1

1,2
(Q1,3
i − Qi )ti .

Proof.

E1,3 =

1
n1 n3







X 1,3



Pi (T3 − T1 + 2 (T1 − ti )) + P01,3 (T3 + T1 ) (64)
n3 (T3 − T1 ) +
|
{z
}
{z
}
|
every T3 -lineage
has an ancestor
in T1

i:0<ti <T1

ways along the root

In the above bracket, the three summands refer to different paths from time T1 to
time T3 . The first summand belongs to those paths that go directly from T1 to T3 and
thus have length T3 − T1 . There are n3 such ways as every T3 -lineage has an ancestor
in T1 . The second summand sums up all paths going along one of the bifurcations bi
for i 6= 0. For every i, there are by definition exactly Pi1,3 such paths. Similarly, the
third summand refers to all paths along the root b0 , whose lengths are determined by
taking the distance from T1 to the root plus the distance from there to T3 .

As there are altogether n1 n3 different paths from T1 to T3 in the tree, we have:

n3 +

X

i:0<ti <T1

Pi1,3 + P01,3 = n1 n3 .

(65)
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Then, by (64) and (65), we get

E1,3

1 1
=
·
·
n1 n3

n1 n3 T3 + (n1 n3 − 2n3 )T1 − 2 ·

X

Pi1,3 ti

i:0<ti <T1

!

,

and thus
E1,3 = T3 +

X
n1 − 2
T1 −
Q1,3
i ti .
n1
i:0<t <T
i

(66)

1

Analogously,
E1,2 = T2 +

X
n1 − 2
T1 −
Q1,2
i ti .
n1
i:0<t <T
i

(67)

1

Thus, with (66) and (67), we can conclude:

E1,3 ≤ E1,2 ⇔ T3 −

⇔

P

i:0<ti <T1

Q1,3
i ti ≤

T3 − T2

≤

T2 −
P

P

i:0<ti <T1

i:0<ti <T1

Q1,2
i ti ,

1,2
(Q1,3
i − Qi )ti .

Corollary 7.3. For a given tree there exist times 0 < T1 < T2 < T3 such that E1,3 ≤
P
1,2
(Q1,3
E1,2 if and only if
i − Qi )ti > 0.
i:0<ti <T1

Proof. If

P

i:0<ti <T1

1,2
(Q1,3
i − Qi )ti ≤ 0, then by Lemma 7.2 we need T2 ≥ T3 in order to

get E1,3 ≤ E1,2 . Hence, there are no values 0 < T1 < T2 < T3 such that T3 − T2 fulfills
the required condition, and so E1,3 > E1,2 for all choices of Ti . Conversely, suppose
P
1,2
(Q1,3
i − Qi )ti > 0. Then, select T1 , T2 with 0 < T1 < T2 and set
i:0<ti <T1

T3 :=

X
1
1,2
·
(Q1,3
i − Qi )ti + T2
2 i:0<t <T
i

1

Then, T3 > T2 and

T3 − T2 =

X
X
1
1,2
1,2
·
(Q1,3
−
Q
)t
≤
(Q1,3
i
i
i
i − Qi )ti .
2 i:0<t <T
i:0<t <T
i

1

i

1
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By Lemma 7.2, this choice of 0 < T1 < T2 < T3 leads to E1,3 ≤ E1,2 .
Corollary 7.4. If either (i) n1 = 2 or (ii) no extinction occurs in the tree and n2 = n3 ,
then E1,3 > E1,2 .

Proof.

(i) Note that if n1 = 2, obviously only one bifurcation, say bî (for some î

such that 0 ≤ tî < T1 ), contributes to the number n1 of lineages at time T1 , all
the branches added by additional bifurcations become extinct before T1 . Thus:
Pî1,3 , Pî1,2 6= 0 and Pi1,3 , Pi1,2 = 0 for all i 6= î.
Analogously to the proof of Lemma 7.2 we have for n1 = 2: n1 n3 = 2n3 = n3 +Pî1,3
and n1 n2 = 2n2 = n2 + Pî1,2 . Thus, n2 = Pî1,2 and n3 = Pî1,3 . Therefore,
P
1,2
1,3
= Q1,3
= n21 and Q1,2
Q1,2
(Q1,3
i −Qi )ti = 0
i = Qi = 0 for all i 6= î. Thus,
î
î
i:0<ti <T1

and it follows with Corollary 7.3 that E1,3 > E1,2 .

1,3
(ii) In this case, obviously Q1,2
for all i : 0 < ti < T1 and therefore
i = Qi
P
1,2
(Q1,3
i − Qi )ti = 0. Thus, by Corollary 7.3, E1,3 > E1,2 .
i:0<ti <T1

Lemma 7.2 essentially states that the expected degree of relatedness from taxa of
time T1 to taxa of time T3 can be larger than the one to taxa of time T2 , but it requires
the distance from T2 to T3 to be ‘small enough’. Whether such a solution is feasible can
be checked via Corollary 7.3. Lemma 7.2 shows already how the role of intermediates
depends on the times the fossils are taken from. Corollary 7.4(i) on the other hand
shows how the tree itself has an impact on the expected values: if the tree shape
(including branch lengths) is such that at time T1 only two taxa exist, then the just
mentioned scenario cannot happen as the condition of Corollary 7.3 is not fulfilled.
However, we can prove an even stronger result, namely that not only E1,3 < E1,2
is possible, but E1,3 < min{E1,2 , E2,3 } can be obtained for a suitable choice of times
T1 , T2 , T3 . For this, we need the following lemma.
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Lemma 7.5. Given a rooted binary phylogenetic tree with times 0 < T1 < T2 < T3 and
the root at time t0 = 0. Then E1,3 ≤ E2,3 if and only if
n1 − 2
n2 − 2
T2 −
T1 ≥
n2
n1

X

i:0<ti <T1

1,3
(Q2,3
i − Qi )ti +

X

Qi2,3 ti

i:T1 <ti <T2

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 7.2, we have (cf. (66))

E1,3 = T3 +

X
n1 − 2
T1 −
Q1,3
i ti .
n1
i:0<t <T
i

Analogously, E2,3 = T3 +

(68)

1

X
n2 − 2
T2 −
Q2,3
i ti .
n2
i:0<t <T

(69)

2

i

Thus, E1,3 ≤ E2,3 if and only if
X
X
n1 − 2
n2 − 2
T1 −
T2 −
Q1,3
Q2,3
i ti ≤
i ti ,
n1
n2
i:0<t <T
i:0<t <T
i

1

i

2

which holds precisely if

n2 − 2
n1 − 2
T2 −
T1 ≥
n2
n1

X

i:0<ti <T1

1,3
(Q2,3
i − Qi )ti +

X

Q2,3
i ti .

i:T1 <ti <T2

With the help of the two lemmas we can now state the following theorem.
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Theorem 7.6. Given a rooted binary phylogenetic tree with times 0 < T1 < T2 < T3
and the root at time 0. Then, E1,3 ≤ min{E1,2 , E2,3 } if and only if the following two
conditions hold:

(i) T3 − T2 ≤
(ii)

n2 −2
T2
n2

−

n1 −2
T1
n1

≥

P

i:0<ti <T1

P

i:0<ti <T1

1,2
(Q1,3
i − Qi )ti ,

1,3
(Q2,3
i − Qi )ti +

P

i:T1 <ti <T2

Qi2,3 ti .

Proof. The Theorem follows directly from Lemmas 7.2 and 7.5.

The following example demonstrates the influence of times 0 < T1 < T2 < T3
according to the above theorem.
Example 7.7. Consider again Figure 7.1.

1. Assume t1 = 15, T1 = 100, t2 = 107, t3 = 109, T2 = 110, T3 = 130. Then, E1,2 =
137.33, E2,3 = 155.28 and E1,3 = 155.33. Hence, for this choice of times, we have
E1,3 > max{E1,2 , E2,3 }.
2. Consider the same times as in the previous case, but choose T2 = 129 instead
of T2 = 110. This means to move T2 further away from T1 and closer to T3 .
This change is enough to give completely different expected values: E1,2 = 156.33,
E2,3 = 166.68 and E1,3 = 155.33. Hence, for this choice of times, we have E1,3 <
min{E1,2 , E2,3 }.
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Cladistic Approach

In the previous section, we regarded the degree of morphological divergence between
two taxa to be proportional to the amount of evolutionary history separating these
taxa, or, in other words, to the sum of the distances of each of the taxa to their most
recent common ancestor. However, even in settings where this relationship holds, it is
sometimes biologically more appropriate to define the degree of relatedness of different
taxa according to the clades of the tree on which they are located. A clade is a so-called
monophyletic group of taxa, i.e., a single common ancestor and all its descendants (cf.
[5]). It often can be assumed that taxa from the same clade are more related to one
another than to taxa on different clades. The disadvantage of the distance definition
based on evolutionary history as given in the previous section is that it disregards such
cladistic relationships. This is illustrated by Figure 7.4: here, the branches of the cherry
(1,2) are very long, so in terms of evolutionary history, taxa 1 and 2 are not as closely
related as either one of them is to taxon 3. The cladistic view, however, is that since
taxa 1 and 2 are in one clade, which is even a cherry, they should be more closely related
to one another than to taxon 3, as taxon 3 is in a different clade.

3

1

2

Figure 7.4: Taxa 1 and 2 form a cherry, i.e., a clade of size 2 (as indicated by the dotted box), whereas taxon 3 is on
a different clade. In the cladistic view, taxa 1 and 2 are regarded more closely related than either of them to taxon 3.
However, because of the branch lengths of the two cherry branches, regarding the amount of evolutionary history, taxon
3 is more related to taxon 1 and 2 than the latter two are to one another.

So, naturally the question arises whether anomalies in the fossil record can also be
expected if the degree of relatedness of the different taxa is defined in a more cladistic
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way. We will therefore introduce a cladistic distance definition and show that it is in
fact a tree metric. Then, just as in the previous section, we will provide exact formulas
c
c
c
for the cladistic expected values E1,2
, E1,3
and E2,3
and show that there are indeed cases
c
c
c
in which again E1,3
< min{E1,2
, E2,3
}.

Definition 7.8. For a given binary phylogenetic X-tree T with vertex set V and times
0 < T1 < T2 < T3 and for every v ∈ Ṽ := V ∪ S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S3 such that v 6= b0 , where b0
is the root of the tree and Si is the set of species present at time Ti (with i ∈ {1, 2, 3}),
we define
kv := |{x ∈ X|x is a descendant of v }| − δi (v),
where δi (v) = 1 if deg(v) ∈ {1, 3} and 0 else. For the root b0 , we set kb0 := |X| − 1.
Then, we define the cladistic distance dc : Ṽ × Ṽ → N as follows:

dc (v, w) :=




0



ku

if v = w
else (where u is the most recent common ancestor of v and w).

Moreover, for every bifurcation bi , we set si := kbi , and we define
kvi := |{w|w is a descendant of v present at time Ti }|.

Note that this definition assigns a distance of the clade size minus 1 to all taxa of a
clade except for those which also lie together on a smaller clade. In particular, if two
taxa form a cherry, their distance will be 2 − 1 = 1, and if a clade consists of three
taxa, the distance of the two taxa in the cherry to one another is still 1, whereas their
distance to the third taxon will be 2, and so on. For an internal bifurcation bi , the
distance of this bifurcation to any node on the clade induced by bi is one less than the
number of leaves which are descendants of bi , i.e., if bi is the root of a cherry, it has
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distance 2 − 1 = 1 to all its descendants. However, for lineages v present at times T1
or T2 , we have to distinguish between v being a bifurcation (which has node degree 3),
in which case v is treated like bi , or v being a node of degree 2, in which case only one
lineage descends from v and either ends in a taxon or in a bifurcation, in which case all
taxa descending from v are also descendants of this bifurcation. Hence, the distance of
v to its descending taxa is set to be one more than the distance of the corresponding
bifurcation to these taxa.
In order to clarify the above cladistic distance definition, we now provide an example
before we show that this distance is a tree metric (and even an ultrametric).
Example 7.9. Consider Figure 7.5. By Definition 7.8, we get s0 = 4, s1 = 2, s2 = 1,
s3 = 1, kv1 = 3, kv2 = 2, kw1 = 2, kv11 = 1, kv21 = 3, kv31 = 0, kv12 = 1, kv22 = 1, kv32 = 2,
kw2 1 = 1, kw3 1 = 2. Using these values, we can calculate the cladistic distances, e.g.
dc (A, C) = 2, dc (D, E) = 1, dc (A, D) = 4, dc (b1 , A) = 2, dc (v1 , A) = 2 + 1 = 3 and
dc (v2 , D) = dc (w1 , D) = 1 + 1 = 2.
D
A

B C

E

b3
w1

b2
b1
v2

time

v1

T3
t3
T2
t2
t1
T1

t0
Figure 7.5: Illustration for the cladistic approach. Note that the cladistic distance from v2 to D is equal to that of w1
to D, as both v2 and w1 are only ancestors of b3 and no other bifurcation.

Next we show that dc is an ultrametric (and thus also a tree metric).
Proposition 7.10. The cladistic distance function dc : X × X → N as defined in
Definition 7.8 is an ultrametric (and therefore also a tree metric) on T .
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Proof. We show that for any distinct taxa A, B and C ∈ X two of the distances
dc (A, B), dc (A, C) and dc (B, C) are equal and not less than the third. Let A, B, C
∈ X. Two of these three taxa are on a smaller clade than the one they share with
the third taxon (in order to see this, disregard all other taxa – then what remains is
a 3-taxa tree, which has a cherry formed by two of the taxa). Wlog. we assume that
the clade containing A and B is smaller than the clade containing A, B and C. Note
that then by Definition 7.8, we have dc (A, C) = dc (B, C). Then, if there are c1 taxa
additional to A and B on the smaller clade (see Figure 7.6), we have dc (A, B) = c1 + 1.

A

|

{z

c1

}

B

|

{z

c2

}

C

Figure 7.6: The cladistic distance function is an ultrametric. Two of the three taxa A, B and C (here: A and B) are
on a smaller clade than the one they share with the third taxon. The dotted edges represent all other taxa belonging to
a clade, e.g. there are c1 taxa additional to A and B which belong to the clade induced by A and B.

Similarly, if there are c2 taxa additional to A, B, C and the c1 taxa of the small
clade on the larger clade (see Figure 7.6), we have dc (A, C) = dc (B, C) = c1 + c2 + 2 >
c1 + 1 = dc (A, B). Therefore, dc is an ultrametric. By [38], Chapter 7.2, this implies
that dc is also a tree metric. This completes the proof.

As before, we now select uniformly at random one of the Ti -lineages as well as one
c
of the Tj -lineages to get the expected cladistic distance Ei,j
of a species present at time

Ti to one at time Tj in the underlying phylogenetic tree. Again, the expectation that a
fossil from the intermediate time T2 also will be an intermediate taxon of two taxa taken
c
c
c
from T1 and T3 , respectively, refers to the assumption that E1,3
> max{E1,2
, E2,3
}. We

will show in the following that this last inequality can fail and that in fact it is possible
c
c
c
to get E1,3
< min{E1,2
, E2,3
} - that is the temporally most distant samples can, on
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average, be more similar than the temporally intermediate sample is to either of the
two, even in the cladistic setting.
Lemma 7.11. For a given binary phylogenetic X-tree and for times 0 < T1 < T2 < T3 ,
let dc be the cladistic distance function as defined in Definiton 7.8. Then, the expected
c
cladistic distance Ej,l
for j, l ∈ {1, 2, 3}, j < l, can be written as follows:

c
Ej,l
=





1 
(Pij,l · si ) +
(kvl · kv ) ,
·
nj nl
i:t <T
v∈S
X
i

j

X

j

where Sj is the the set of species present at time Tj .

Proof. In the tree, there are nj nl distinct paths connecting elements of Sj with elements
of Sl (as by definition, nj = |Sj |, nl = |Sl |). Thus, the expected value has to be divided
by this product. Moreover, as in the previous section the number of such ways employing
bi is denoted by Pij,l , and for every bi (including the root b0 ), any path from Tj to Tl
along bi connects taxa which are on the clade induced by bi and not on any subclade.
Therefore, the cladistic distance between such species is by definition si . This explains
the first sum. The second sum is the sumation induced by direct ancestry: every species
present in time Tl has an ancestor v in Tj . The distance to this ancestor is by definition
kv , and there are by definition kvl species present in time Tl which have v as an ancestor.
So altogether we have:



c
Ej,l







 X

X

1 
j,l
l
.
=
(P
·
s
)
·
+
(k
·
k
)
i
v
v
i

nj nl 
i:ti <Tj

v∈Sj
|

{z
}
{z
}
|


distances
distances
contributed
by all bi ’s

contributed
by direct
ancestry

This completes the proof.

Note that the expected values provided by Lemma 7.11 do not depend on the dis-
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tance between the times 0 < T1 < T2 < T3 . Rather, they depend on the tree topology.
The times are only relevant in terms of the number of species present at each time.
This means that in this cladistic setting, there is no direct analog to Theorem 7.6.
c
c
c
More precisely, in order to find an example for which E1,3
< min{E1,2
, E2,3
}, it is not

necessary to make a certain choice of values for T1 , T2 , T3 . By making a suitable choice
of a tree topology, it is nevertheless possible to find examples for which fossils from T2
will on expectation be less related to fossils of times T1 and T3 than the latter two to
one another. We now provide such an example.

Example 7.12. Consider again the tree given in Figure 7.5 and the values calculated
in Example 7.9. The additional values needed to calculate the expected distances for
this example are n1 = 2, n2 = 4, n3 = 2, P01,2 = 4, P01,3 = 2, P02,3 = 6, P12,3 = 0,
P22,3 = 0. Then, by Lemma 7.11, we get

c
E1,2

c
E2,3

1
·
=
n1 n2

1
=
·
n2 n3

c
E1,3

X

i:ti <T1

X

i:ti <T2

1
·
=
n1 n3

(Pi1,2 · si ) +

(Pi2,3 · si ) +

X

i:ti <T1

(Pi1,3

X

v∈S1

X

v∈S2

· si ) +

v∈S1

=

=

1
28
· (6 · 4 + 0 · 2 + 0 · 1 + 2 · 2) =
4·2
8

!

=

(kvk · kv )

!

(kvk · kv )

X

!

(kvk

· kv )

27
1
· (4 · 4 + 3 · 3 + 1 · 2) =
2·4
8

24
1
· (2 · 4 + 0 · 3 + 2 · 2) =
2·2
8

c
c
c
Therefore, E1,3
< min{E1,2
, E2,3
}, and thus for the tree given in Figure 7.5, fossils

from times T1 and T3 can be expected to be more related to one another than to a
taxon from the intermediate time T2 .
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Interpretation

The analysis of the fossil record provides an insight into the history of species and thus
into evolutionary processes. Stochastic models can provide a good approach to infer
patterns of diversification, and they form a useful link between molecular phylogenetics
and paleontology [29]. Such models would greatly benefit from incorporation of potential fossil ancestors and other extinct data points to infer patterns of evolution. In
this chapter, we have applied a simple model-based phylogenetic approach to study the
expected degree of similarity between fossil taxa sampled at intermediate times.
‘Gaps’ in the fossil record are problematic [37] as they can be interpreted as ‘missing
links’. Therefore, numerous studies concerning the adequacy of the fossil record have
been conducted (see, for example, [8], [30], [45]), and it is frequently found that even
the available fossil record is still incompletely understood. This is particularly true
for ancestor-descendant relationships (see, for instance, [9], [15]). For example, Foote
[15] reported the probability that a preserved and recorded species has at least one
descendant species that is also preserved and recorded is on the order of 1% – 10%.
This number is much higher than the number of identified ancestor-descendant pairs.
Thus, it remains an important challenge to recognize such pairs [2]. This is also essential
with regard to ancestor-intermediate-descendant triplets, as it is possible that there are
in fact fewer ‘gaps’ than currently assumed, i.e., that intermediates are present but
not yet recognized. Such issues have an important bearing on any conclusions our
results might imply concerning the testing of hypotheses of continuous morphological
evolution, or concerning the shape of the underlying evolutionary tree based on the
non-existence of certain intermediates.
Another challenge is to investigate different phylogenetic models for describing the
expected degree of morphological separation between different fossil taxa sampled at
different times. Our findings of Chapter 7.2 strongly depend on the assumption that
morphological diversification is proportional to the distance in the underlying phyloge-

Expected Anomalies in the Fossil Record
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netic tree. This is justified if morphological difference is proportional to the number
of differing discrete characters, if each of these characters changes at a constant rate
over the time period considered, and if homoplasy is rare. This last assumption requires the rate of character change to be sufficiently small in relation to the time period
of the sampling – the appearance of reverse or convergent character states will lead
to a more concave (rather than linear) relationship between morphological divergence
and path distance. A similar concave relationship might be expected for continuous
morphological evolution as described by neutral Brownian motion.

2

1

1

3
(a)

2

4
(b)

Figure 7.7: In the cladistic view, taxa 1 and 2 are more related in (a) than in (b), because in (a) they form a cherry,
whereas in (b) the smallest clade containing 1 and 2 has three taxa (2, 3 and 4). However, the amount of evolution
separating 1 and 2 is the same in both figures.

Our findings of Chapter 7.3, on the other hand, completely disregard the impact of
the amount of evolutionary history that separates two species, as they consider clades
to be the decisive factor responsible for the degree of relationship among different
species. While this view might be biologically justified for some sets of species [5],
it may cause problems when applied to intermediate species. Consider, for example,
Figure 7.7. Here, the amount of history separating nodes 1 and 2 remains unchanged,
but for the cladistic view it makes a difference if taxon 1 has descendants (and thus
turns into an internal node). In particular, while the amount of evolution separating
taxa 1 and 2 remains unchanged, their cladistic distance increases. This is somewhat
counterintuitive and should preferrably be avoided. Therefore, an approach employing
both the timewise distance as well as the cladistic information would probably describe
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the relationships amongst different species best. But since for both the pure cladistic
as well as the pure history-based approach it was possible to construct examples in
which the expected degree of relatedness of fossils from two distant times is less than to
fossils of an intermediate time, we conjecture that even in a model that combines both
approaches, such cases may exist. But this does not necessarily have to be bad news:
in fact, gaps caused by a scenario as described in Chapter 7.2 may even give some faint
hints on the shape and size of the underlying phylogenetic tree in the light of Theorem
7.6.

Chapter 8

Conclusion and Outlook

I am still confused. But on a higher level.
Enrico Fermi

The main purpose of this thesis was to present some very surprising properties
of the most important tree inference techniques. Many of these ‘surprises’, such as
presented in Chapters 4 and 5, deal with scenarios in which different methods lead to
different trees. At first glance, such scenarios may seem more curious in a biological
sense than in a mathematical one – as, from the mathematical point of view, one
might wonder right away why different methods should lead to the same result. In this
respect, examples in which Maximum Parsimony gives a tree which differs from the one
induced by distance-based methods or by Maximum Likelihood might not seem too
curious at all. Therefore, in this thesis we presented not only examples for such cases,
but additionally the mathematical ideas which can be used to construct such examples
for any number of taxa. Moreover, Chapter 5 shows that the likelihood support for a
tree which is not most parsimonious can be made arbitrarily large under only slight
modifications of the ‘no common mechanism’ Nr -model, even though without these
modifications MP and ML are equivalent. Chapter 4 gives precise instructions on how
to construct sequences which are homoplasy-free (and thus MP-wise ‘best possible’)
on one tree and treelike (and thus distance-wise ‘best possible’) on a different tree
– where both trees can be freely chosen. In this sense, our findings are indeed also
mathematically surprising, because they show that arbitrarily many examples can be
constructed and that these examples can make the gap between different methods
arbitrarily large.
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On the other hand, as mentioned above, some of the results presented in this thesis
are even more surprising from a biological point of view. As demonstrated in Chapter
5, the often cited and well-known equivalence of MP and ML under the ‘no common
mechanism’ Nr -model fails under certain additional assumptions of biological relevance
– such as a molecular clock or bounded (and thus small) substitution probabilities.
In the latter case, MP has traditionally been believed to be justified in the sense of
agreement with ML (for a further discussion of this issue, the reader is referred to [12],
pp. 100 ff.). Moreover, in Chapter 3 we showed that the Fitch algorithm sometimes
provides a better estimation of the ancestral root state when some taxa are ignored
– and that these taxa may even be arbitrarily close to the root. This is biologically
counterintuitive as on short branches the probability of the conservation of the root
state is relatively high, which is why it seems logical that MP should take them into
account. Our example shows that, surprisingly, this is not in general true – in particular,
if the rest of the tree fulfills certain properties, e.g. concerning balance, this part of
the tree alone can provide a better estimate of the root state than when combined with
other taxa.
Results that show how certain methods can disagree when inferring trees are not
necessarily ‘bad news’ for phylogeneticists. They rather contribute to the general understanding of these methods and underline the importance of choosing the ‘right’ method
and model for the analysis of particular data sets. In the same sense, Chapter 6 can be
regarded as useful, as the sequence length bounds provided in this chapter may indicate
that certain sequences simply are not long enough for a reliable tree reconstruction.
Chapter 7 is somewhat unrelated to the other chapters as it does not analyze existing
methods or models but rather introduces a novel way to explain the degree of relatedness
of different fossils using a simple stochastic model. Moreover, it is maybe the only
chapter in this thesis whose results can be regarded as ‘good news’ already at first glance:
here, we do not highlight disagreements of different methods, we rather explain why the
perceived ‘disagreement’ of the patchy fossil record with the assumption of a continuous
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evolutionary process can in some cases (at least partially) be resolved. We show that
some tree topologies and certain choices of times have the curious property that fossils
from an intermediate time can be expected not to be morphologically intermediate.
Additionally, we have shown that this property does not necessarily disappear when a
more cladistic view is assumed. While the models used in this chapter are very simple,
we are convinced that similar results can be achieved for more complex models, too –
in particular if these combine the history-based and the cladistic view.
Solving mathematical problems may in a way be a thankless job: along with the satisfaction of having answered one question often comes the comprehension that ten more
questions arise from the solution. For instance, finding a way to construct sequences
of binary and ternary characters whose perfect phylogeny and perfect distance-based
tree differ, was satisfactory in the sense that this result is best possible concerning the
number of character states (as binary sequences are already known to be insufficient for
this purpose). Similarly, finding a way of causing discrepancies between MP and ML for
certain modifications of the Nr -model with no common mechanism was positive. And
finally, the realization that these seemingly unrelated problems can be approached using
similar techniques, and that even some sequences for which MP and and the derived
Hamming distances disagree can be used to find an upper bound on the substitution
probabilities such that MP and ML will also disagree for the same sequences, was astonishing. But, naturally, this cognition leads to many more questions: is there always
an upper bound on the substitution probabilities such that for treelike sequences, ML
will agree with the tree on which the distances are additive? What is the relationship
of ML and distance-based methods like Neighbor-Joining in general? Are there binary
sequences which lead, with an appropriate choice of an upper bound for the substitution probabilities or under the restriction of a molecular clock, to conflicting choices of
MP and ML? These questions are beyond the scope of this thesis, but they certainly
provide grounds for future research.
While we are confident that this thesis throws light on some surprising and curious
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aspects of phylogenetics, we also appreciate that even 35 years after Fitch’s parsimony
algorithm was first introduced and 30 years after the discovery of the Felsenstein zone,
there are still properties even of the most frequently used and discussed tree inference
methods which are unknown – which is why all these methods are still worth further
investigation.

Appendix

Here we present in detail the analysis of the likelihood of the character f1 := aabb on
tree T1 := 12|34 under the N3 -model (with state set {A, B, C}) with the help of the
computer algebra system MAXIMA.
Notation: The pending edges of T1 are denoted by ei , for leaves i = 1, . . . , 4, with
substitution probabilities pi , respectively. We evaluate the likelihood by Felsenstein’s
postorder traversal [11] rooting the tree at leaf 1 (where the likelihood does not depend
on the root position). The interior edge is denoted by e5 = (v, w), where w is the
vertex at which the edges e1 and e2 are pending, and v is the vertex at which e3 and
e4 are pending. The substitution probability for the interior edge e5 is denoted by p5 .
Moreover, we denote by Av, Bv and Cv the likelihood of character f1 restricted to the
vertices below v (that is, vertices 3 and 4) conditional on v being in state A, B or C,
respectively. Similarly, Aw is the likelihood of the character restricted to 2,3,4 (which
are the vertices below w) conditional on w being in state A, and so on. We denote by
u the upper bound on the substitution probabilities. By Corollary 5.4 we know that
the likelihood is maximized at a point where all substitution probabilities are either 0
or u, so these are the only cases for which we have to calculate the likelihood values.
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MAXIMA CODE
Av(p3,p4) := p3*p4$
Bv(p3,p4) := (1-2*p3)*(1-2*p4)$
Cv(p3,p4) := p3*p4$
Aw(p3,p4,p5) := (1-2*p2)*((1-2*p5)*Av(p3,p4)+p5*Bv(p3,p4)+p5*Cv(p3,p4))$
Bw(p3,p4,p5) := p2*(p5*Av(p3,p4)+(1-2*p5)*Bv(p3,p4)+p5*Cv(p3,p4))$
Cw(p3,p4,p5) := p2*(p5*Av(p3,p4)+p5*Bv(p3,p4)+(1-2*p5)*Cv(p3,p4))$
A1(p1,p2,p3,p4,p5) := (1-2*p1)*Au(p3,p4,p5)+p1*Bu(p3,p4,p5)+p1*Cu(p3,p4,p5)$
for a:0 while a <= 1 do
for b:0 while b <= 1 do
for c:0 while c <= 1 do
for d:0 while d <= 1 do
for e:0 while e <= 1 do
display(ML(f_1,T_1,a*u,b*u,c*u,d*u,e*u) =
factor(expand(A1(a*u,b*u,c*u,d*u,e*u)/3)));

OUTPUT

1. ML (f 1, T 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) = 0
2. ML (f 1, T 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, u) =

u
3

3. ML (f 1, T 1, 0, 0, 0, u, 0) = 0
4. ML (f 1, T 1, 0, 0, 0, u, u) = − u (2 3u−1)
5. ML (f 1, T 1, 0, 0, u, 0, 0) = 0
6. ML (f 1, T 1, 0, 0, u, 0, u) = − u (2 3u−1)
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7. ML (f 1, T 1, 0, 0, u, u, 0) =

u2
3

8. ML (f 1, T 1, 0, 0, u, u, u) =

u (3 u2 −3 u+1)
3

9. ML (f 1, T 1, 0, u, 0, 0, 0) = 0
10. ML (f 1, T 1, 0, u, 0, 0, u) = − u (2 3u−1)
11. ML (f 1, T 1, 0, u, 0, u, 0) = 0
12. ML (f 1, T 1, 0, u, 0, u, u) =

u (2 u−1)2
3

13. ML (f 1, T 1, 0, u, u, 0, 0) = 0
14. ML (f 1, T 1, 0, u, u, 0, u) =

u (2 u−1)2
3

15. ML (f 1, T 1, 0, u, u, u, 0) = − u
16. ML (f 1, T 1, 0, u, u, u, u) = −

2

(2 u−1)
3

u (2 u−1) (3 u2 −3 u+1)
3

17. ML (f 1, T 1, u, 0, 0, 0, 0) = 0
18. ML (f 1, T 1, u, 0, 0, 0, u) = − u (2 3u−1)
19. ML (f 1, T 1, u, 0, 0, u, 0) = 0
20. ML (f 1, T 1, u, 0, 0, u, u) =

u (2 u−1)2
3

21. ML (f 1, T 1, u, 0, u, 0, 0) = 0
22. ML (f 1, T 1, u, 0, u, 0, u) =

u (2 u−1)2
3

23. ML (f 1, T 1, u, 0, u, u, 0) = − u
24. ML (f 1, T 1, u, 0, u, u, u) = −

2

(2 u−1)
3

u (2 u−1) (3 u2 −3 u+1)
3

25. ML (f 1, T 1, u, u, 0, 0, 0) =

u2
3

26. ML (f 1, T 1, u, u, 0, 0, u) =

u (3 u2 −3 u+1)
3

27. ML (f 1, T 1, u, u, 0, u, 0) = − u
28. ML (f 1, T 1, u, u, 0, u, u) = −

2

(2 u−1)
3

u (2 u−1) (3 u2 −3 u+1)
3
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29. ML (f 1, T 1, u, u, u, 0, 0) = − u
30. ML (f 1, T 1, u, u, u, 0, u) = −

2

(2 u−1)
3

u (2 u−1) (3 u2 −3 u+1)
3

31. ML (f 1, T 1, u, u, u, u, 0) =

u2 (9 u2 −8 u+2)
3

32. ML (f 1, T 1, u, u, u, u, u) =

u (9 u4 −15 u3 +14 u2 −6 u+1)
3

done

FINDING THE MAXIMUM

We now have to consider all 32 outputs. We will show that for 0 ≤ u <

1
3,

the maximum

value is that given above by output 2, namely u3 .
• Clearly, 0 ≤ u3 , so outputs 1, 3, 5, 9, 11, 13, 17, 19 and 21 are not optimal.
•

u2
3

<

u
3

for all u ≤ 13 , so outputs 7 and 25 are less than

u
3

and thus not optimal.

• We have −(2u − 1) = (1 − 2u) ≤ 1 for u ≥ 0. Therefore, outputs 4, 6, 10, 12, 14, 15,
18, 20, 22, 23, 27 and 29 are less than

u
3

and thus not optimal.

• As u ≤ 31 , we have 3u > 3u2 , and thus (3u2 − 3u + 1) < 1. Therefore, outputs 8, 16,
24, 26, 28 and 30 are less than

u
3

and thus not optimal.

• u2 (9u2 − 8u + 2) < u for all u ≤

1
3.

Therefore, output 31 less than

u
3

and thus not

optimal.
• For u ≤ 31 , we have (9u4 − 15u3 + 14u2 − 6u + 1) < 1. Therefore, output 32 is less than
u
3

and thus not optimal.

So the maximum likelihood of f1 on T1 is

u
3.

Observe that the likelihood is maximized

when p5 = u and all other substitution probabilities are 0 (see output 2). So in this case, ML
assigns only the internal edge a non-zero substitution probability, which is exactly the edge
where MP would suggest a substitution.
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List of Symbols

Symbol

Meaning

AA
A|B
bi
bp
c
C
d(x, y)
dc (x, y)
dS (x, y)
E(T )
Ei,j
c
Ei,j
f
idS (σ)
g
lT (f )
lT (g)
pe,i
Pij,k
r
RA
S
σ
Σ(X)
Σ∗ (X)
T
T, t
TY
u
UA
V (T )
X
wlog.

ambiguous reconstruction accuracy of Maximum Parsimony
X-split
bifurcation at a time ti
base pairs
character state
set of character states
time-based distance between two taxa x and y
cladistic distance between two taxa x and y
Hamming distance between taxa x and y induced by S
edge set of a tree T
expected time-based distance of species of time Ti to species of time Tj
expected cladistic distance of species of time Ti to species of time Tj
character
isolation index of an X-split σ for a sequence S
extension of a character
parsimony score of a character f on a tree T
parsimony score of an extension g of a character on a tree T
substitution probability of a character fi on an edge e
number of paths from time Tj to time Tk along node bi
number of character states
reconstruction accuracy of Maximum Parsimony
character sequence
X-split
set of X-splits
set of non-trivial X-splits
phylogenetic tree
fixed time
restriction of an X-tree T to a subset Y ⊆ X
upper bound on the substitution probability
unambiguous reconstruction accuracy of Maximum Parsimony
vertex set of a tree T
set of leaves of a tree T
without loss of generality
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non-trivial, 5, 31
trivial, 5
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